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SUN IIOJL HOMES, L.C. 
DEC ~ 't 2004 .... , 
(p~~'P""--
REAL ESTATE PURCB4SE CONTRA.CT 
FOR CONSTRUCTION 
REALESTATEPVRClIASEAGREEMENT 
AND EAR.NEST MONEY DEPOSIT RECEIPT 
.... 
Date __ l_6_~N_o_~_-2_O_04 __ 
1. Summary of Terna 
1.1 Parties to Agreement, Sun Hill Homes LC, located at 2240 W. Sunbrook Drive 
# 1, St Oeorge, Utah is the "Seller" of the property described below, and 
Marie Mardesich 
First Middle Lll4t 
First 
2B000 Charles Drive 
Street 
lfill 298,,8403 
Tolcpbonc 
Middle 
Santa Clarita 
Clty 
La.,t 
OAQ13BO 
State 
As the '5Buyer''(s) offer to purchase the property d12sorlbed below and hereby delivers to 
the Broker as Earnest Money in the amount of 
· · • .. -Five-Thousand-and no/1O0 Dollars, 
($ 5,000.00 ). 
by oheok ✓ cash __ _, othor ___ _,.,.., __________ _ 
which upon accep of this offer by all parties shall be deposited in accordance with 
state law with I t Account. 
Received by 1.,,,_ ___ ~------
Brokerag~ unbrook Reslty Group 
Telephone 435-674--2900 
1.2 Agreement io PurclmH apd Sell the Pronem, This Agreement sets forth 
the terms and conditions under which Beller agrees to soll, and B-uyer agrees to purchase 
certain real property looffl:cd in the Sunbrook Communiticu (the 11Lot''), c,.s described in 
Sections 1 & 2. All terms set forth in the Summary of Terms are .Qll enforceable part of 
~-~ . 
1.3 Property. Earnest Money is in receipt for the purchase of a lot in the 
Sunbrook Communities, in Washfugton County, Utah with improvements ereoted or to be 
erected thereon as further set forth herein. The Lot and improvements (the "Property" or 
"Homo"),· consist of the following: 
Vllf 8•\3.04 
Buyer Initials lrn ')-'n 
·~ 
Seller Initials A :l PLAINTIFF'S 
-( EXHIBIT -., 
i I ~ 
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·' 
COMMUNITY_W ___ oo~d~la~n~de.;..._ _____________ _ 
PROPBRTY ADDRESS _______________ ~ 
LOT/PHASE 8 PLAN Cottonwood RLBVATION, ____ PL.AT __ _ 
LOCATION OF OARAOB• l'K1 LEFT SIDE f l RIGHT SIDE (As Buyer fm:e the Lot from the street) 
"'Predeuinnlned (See Plat forlietalla) . 
1.4 Total Purchue Price and Blnanclng 
Base Price 
Lot Premium 
Total Bue Purchase Prioe 
Less Bamest Money Deposit 
Balance Due on or Before Closing 
s 449,000.00 
$29,900.00 
s 478,900.00 
$ 5,000.00 
s 473,900.00 
The following additional financial tenns are agreed to: 
1) A 20% construction deposit will be required at start of 0onstruotion. 
2) Additional options/upgrade deposit duo at dc,sign sc,lection. 
• • ••~ 11 -.1 •• ~:,:...;~:i:~~:.'eN-'.:~:.::i::-~l~i\.:.t:..1: .:.:.,V.,:!'lt.-U.~n,a; .. ,.~,.; ,._.-,~.; . ...,. • .._, ........ ~-... .. t: ... •.1,\...ic:;~~•.-..•. -~ ~,.,. , .. ,.._, , ... __ , ___ ,,. ___ ,., •• 
Buyer is put on notice that Seller n,serygs the right to verify availabllhz< of"Bqy;r' s fund& 
priDI' to start of canpt:ructlott, · , 
• Note: The Total Base Purchase Price JJlJlY pQ ggiust§.d aooordlng to any additional 
PmJhm Cmtor options, changes. gr extras sgleptpd bJ: Bum: :mlm:::m gr during 
gonll[DOtimr. or otm,rwise pursuant to this Agreement SELLER AGR.BBS TO PAY 
ALL BUILDING PERMIT AND CONNECTION FEES, 
1.5 Estimated Constru,:tlsm Start Date, 30 days from dc,sign selections 
(See details in Paragraph #6.1) · 
Estimated Closing Date: 6 months trom exoa.v,@im, 
Cash ___ Conventional finmcmg ____ % Otb.c.r 
1.5, I. In the event that a portion of fmanoing is necessary to complete this 
purchase,·thi.s Agreemont·is contingent upon ·Buyer,seourins-a loan, commUrnent, 
Wlthln 7 (si,ven) dliys of e~oution of thii Agre111ment, Boyer agrees to ~ppl)' for 
lluyor lnltlals 72)2:b, ..... l ...... ·sei~lnttlale# . 
p,03 
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and 'thereafter dHisently seok to consummate a mortgage loan for the Property, 
Buyer represents that Buyer is qualified to obtaitl a loBrJ for the Loan A.mount 
sought and agrees that Seller may proceed in reliance upon th.at representation and 
incur expense to process 1his Agreement. Buyer agrees to moke all payments as 
required end assist the proapeotive lcmder by oompletins and ,11bmitting to that 
lender all documents required by the lender for successful loan prooessing and 
thereafter secure loan approval from all ne0essary parties wltbin 30 (thirty) days 
ftcm the, day of the acceptance of this Agreement. 
1.5.2. In the event of Buyer's failure to comply with the foregoing 
requirements (time being of the essence) or if Seller is sooner informed that Buyer 
has failed to timely submit all tequested forms and/or information to qualify or 
has failed to qualify for the .contemplated financingt Seller shall be entitled to (i) 
transfer Buyer'& Joan application to a lender speoified by Seller at no additlonal 
cost to Buyer, and in the event that a loan commitment is forthooming from a new 
lender at substantially the srnne terms end ratM u Buyer15 initial loan requst, 
Buyer shall be required to complete this Agreement and cloae on _the Property, or 
(ii) Seller may consider Buyer in defiwlt and exercise Seller' e rights set forth in 
Seotion 15, Provided, however, that if Buyor has unGUc.oc,ssf\dl)" used 1111 
reasonable efforts to obtain a loan and Buyer's lender notifies Seller in writing no 
later than 30 days from the date of th.is Agreement, then this Agreement shall 
terminate md Saller shall refund the Earnest Money and all othor sums paid to 
Seller by Buyer, less any costs incurred by Seller in relation to Buyer's loan 
applloation and the costs incurred by Soller for any Options Selected or non-
Btandard matures, including materials and supplies for the same ordered by Buyer 
or in Buyer's behalf, but not yet paid. Buyer further agrees to sign a document 
that this Agreement has been termlnated and releasing Seller from any further 
· obligatl~ns,under,this,Agreement, 
1,5.3, Buyer acknowledges that interest rates and loan fees on loans 
available to finance Buyors purchase fiuotuate and may increase or decrease 
during the period between the date of this Agteement and the date on which a 
lender commits to making a loan to Buyer. Buyer ftgrees thut auoh fluotu11dons 
are of concern only to Buyer and Buyer's lender and shall not affect the rights or 
obligations between Buyer and Seller as set forth herein. Buyer agrees to pay any 
fees :roquh'cd by Buyer's lender or other costs W!Soclated Wltb obtaining Buyer's 
loan at or before closing 
.2, Description of the Property. The Property to be purchased by Buyer includes the 
Lot, the Home that has or wlll be oonstruoted on the Lo4 and. all easements, rights-of-way 
and other dghts owned by Seller and benefiting the Lot ( excluding, however, any suoh 
easements, risbts-of .. way, common areas, or other rights which are offered through the 
Communlty Association and the _W_o_o_dl_an_ds _________ _ 
Association or retained for ~eller's exclusive benefit). 
Buyer Initials ~ Seller Initials ;{j1:;: 
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3. lfflllties 1P the Properjy. The Prope~, \IJ)On oompletion of 0onstruotion1 wl11 ha.vc 
the following improvements: connection to public electricity, sewer end water, 
oonneotion to natural gas, telephone end cable TV, paved streets for lngTOS$ and egress. 
Suoh improvements are inoluded within the Purolwo Price. 
4. Bolcl1ng or Money Deposited with Seller, All Earnest Money and other sums pa.id by 
Buycir to Seller, shall b~ matntalned In a manner that complies with Utah law, Seller shall 
not be required to pay Buyer fbr1 and Buyer shall not be entitled to any interest acorulng 
on those funds, 
5. J.,pn Closing Fees and Costs, Seller shall provide Buyer with written notice of 
substantial completion of Buyer's Home, Buyer agrees to cause Buyer's lender to pay the 
loan proceeds to Seller .as part of the Purchase Price at closing. All fees, costs, and 
expenses relating to the loan and Buyer's application for a loan shall be paid by Buyer at 
or before the Closing, including all P.pplioation fees, discount fees. orlginatlon fees, 
prepaid interest, '11oints", credit application fees, title polioy premiums, survey feet 
Jnsunmce premiwns, recording fees, appraisal fees and escrows ibr taxes end insurance, 
B~yer ia responsible to put 1111 utillticis in Buym-' s nam0 on or bc,f\;Jn, takl.Iig ocoupanoy, 
5,1, ~ Seller shall attempt to notify Buyer approximately 30 days prior to the 
oloaing date so schedules may be established, There shall be no deviation from the 
Closing schedijie $et forth herein except upon written agreement of both Buyer and 
Seller. 
S .2, Place. The Closing shall oocur at the SunbroQk Sales Center • or at 
such plaoe in Washington County, Utah as Seller ma.v designate in the notice sent to 
·Buycr-regarding-theC1osing,Date, 
5.3, DQGJU»AAU, Upon Close of'Bsorow and reoordation ofth~ Speoial Warranty 
Deed (the "Deedn) conveying feo title in tht1 Property to Buyer, Seller shall deliver to 
Buyer a copy of the Deed, subjeot only to current tax.es (not yet due end payable es of 
Closing), assessments, 1he Governing Docmmonts for the community, und other 
restrictions, rights-of .. way, easements, and other matters of record adversoly affecting 
Buyer's use of the Property. Seller shall also sign and deliver suoh other doClI1Ilents as ate 
cu:5tomurlly signc:d in Utah Jn oonneotlon with the conveyanoo of real property, including 
nll required closing statements, releasea, and evld1moe of authority to execute the 
documents, 
S .4 Closing Costa. Seller shall pay the expense of prep!ll'ing the Special 
Warranty Deod and the other documents desorlbed in Section 5.3 that are prepared and 
signed by Seller, Clear title evidenced by a standard OWller's policy oftitle insurance in 
on amount equal to the Purchase Price shall be paid for by Seller. Seller shall also pay for 
one-half of the olosin2 agent's olosing or settlement feas. B\l)'et $hall be responsible to 
pay at the Closing all other fees, costs and expenses relating to the Closing, including 
one•hlllf of the closing a.gent's closing or settlement fees: the cost to prepare the 
4 
:Buyer Inttials 111 ,(t\,, Seller lnltiat, ___/lft:_ 
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documents (except the Deed) described in Section 5.3 to be signed by Buyer, all foes, 
cost&, discount points, esorowed funds and other expenses associated with any Loan, 
5 .5. Seller's Liability at Closig1. Seller shnll not be liable to Buyer for any c:osts, 
e,q,111nse11i Jiabllltlo&, losses or de.m~es inourred by Buyor as ii t'C5ult of a delay in the 
Closing, inaluding without limitation, any increase in commltment fees, points or interest 
assessed or charged by any lender. 
5 .6, ;ewrattons at Closing. All real property taxes relating to the Property for the 
year of the Closing shall be prorated between Seller as of the date of the Closing. If the 
amount of taxes for such year are not known at the time of Closing, the pro-rations shall 
be based on the latest information available at 1he time of Closing concerning assessed 
values and w. rates. Seller agrees to use the best available .estimate to prorate taxes and 
such estimates shall be final as between both parties. Buyer shall be responsible for 
Buyer1s membership in 'the Sunbrook Master Owners Association prorated according to 
the number of days remaining in the fiscal quarter in which Clo1dng oocure., Thereafter, 
membership asseHBments will be due 1n accordanoe with the Governing Documents. 
5.7. AotuAI Ponession of'HOffl(l by Buyer, Upon :t'OOOrdation of the Deed, S0Uc;r 
sha.11 deliver to Buyer two (2) sets of keys for the Home and possession of the Property, 
At that time Buyer may begin ocoupenay. 
. . 
5.8. Risk of Loss. All r1sk of loss to the Property, lnoluding physical damage or 
destruction to the Property or its improvements due to any cause except ordinary wear 
and tear and loss cauged by a taking in eminent domain, shall be borne by Seller until the 
transaction is closed. After Closing all risk ofloss shatl be borne by Buyer, regardless of 
the date and time Buyer takes actu!'l possossion of the Home. 
5.9. SurvJygl. The covenants, disclaimers and agreement& contained in this 
ABreement shall not be deemed to be merged into or waived by the mstrument$ executed 
at Closing, but shall expressly survive the Closing and continue to be binding upon both 
parties. 
6, Design Consultgtjop. No later than seven (7) days following fue date of this 
Agreement Buyer must contact _R,...o_se __ ann ___ C __wn ......... p_b--el_l _________ _ 
o.nd sohodulc a consultation appointment to select the owner options (41Options") 
available to Buyer. Buyer's consultation appointment must be scheduled and take place 
within 30 day:, of the date of this Agreement. If construction of the Home has 
oommenccd, Buyer must meet as soon as possible but not later than seven (7) days from 
the date of this Agreement to make any remaining seleotions. During the consultation 
llppointment, Buyer shall be given the opportl.lnity to aeleot OptionB for the followine 
items and othors that may be available: counter topsJ lighting, floor covering, cabinets, 
and interior and exterior colors, all from a palette of colors and range of styles available 
for the model Buyer has selected. Buyer's final seleotians muBt be delivered to Seller in 
writin,g within fourteen (14) days after Buyer's oonsultatlon appointment, The options 
selected become 11.t1 Addendum to this Agreement. Nothing in this Section 6 shall be 
5 . 
Buyer lnttlals /rd,,..._ Seller Initials~ 
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.. 
construed as a waiver of any of the requirements for approval from the Architectural 
Control-Committee that me.y be set forth in 'the Govesming Documents. 
6,1. Prices fur Ogtlons. The Prices for Options selected by Buyer shall be those 
In of&,11;:t on fue date of Buyer' 8 final seleotion, All pricco O.fQ subject to ghangc, prior to 
Buyer's final selection, Within seven (7) days after the date of Buyer's final selection 
Buyer must pay Seller a deposit (the ••option Deposit'1 equal to fifty percent (50%) of 
the price, of the Options Sii'lected or non~standarel features selected by Bu~er, wJth the 
balance due at Closing, Options selected may not be available if Buyer delivers final 
selection to Seller later th1m stipulated in Sectlon 7. All deposits or payments made by 
Buyer for ngg:,tapdard options are non-refungablS, A list of non-standard options is 
avollable from Seller. 
6.2. Replacement Options Selected. If pny Options chosen by Buyer are 
unavaflable at the time of construction or Seller otherwise determines ln Seller's sole 
discretion, that it is necessary for Buyer to select replacement Optione, Buyer asreee to 
cb.oose replacement items from Seller's then current Inventory within seven (7) days after 
Buyer receives notice from Seller. IfBuyer fails to timely select replacement Options, 
Seller ma.y make a replaoemcnt selBOtion mr Buyer, which selection sboll be; 1111 similar as 
reasonably possible to the items originally eel~ted by Buyer. 
6.S. ?;no:haalni e Flu.lsb§td Home. Desplte any confUctlng terms tn this 
Agreemen~ if Buyer is purchasing a home that has already been constructed, the above 
schedules are not applicable to Buyer. However, if Buyer requires any ohanges or if 
thore are llllfinished items in the home purchased by Buyert Buyer must make final 
selection cf all Options within (7) days of signing this Agreement. 
-• -6A,··•Exttf --Options. -Seller~ s--model homes .and .promotional mater.ial.s . oontaln 
optional amf e?ifra design features such as floor coverings, decorator light fixtures, wall 
coverin2s, window treatmmtts, ibmiture, built-ins, swimming pools er spas, and 
furnishings, These items ahllll not be included in Buyerts Home, unless specifically 
ordered and paid for in acoordo.nce wlth Section 7. 
6.S. Constructi9n Of?tioru and Options Selected. Buyer acknowledges that 
Seller shall not be obliged to const:ru.ot or install, and that Seller shall not commence 
cOt\struction or installation of nny Options or non-standard feauires until both parties 
have signed an amendment to this Agreement and Buyer has paid Seller the applicable 
Option Deposit. 
6.6. Interest Chor.ees on Items Not Paid, Amounts not paid by the soheduled 
dftW&, as indicated iibove, are subject to an interest charge of one llnd one-half percent 
(1.5%) permon1h. 
7, Construction of tlJe Borne, Seller wees to construct the Home on the Lot, including 
any options, ob.ang~ orders and any non .. standard features described in th.is Agreement or 
any Amendment or addendum executed by ·both portiee, in substantial conformity with 
6 
Buyi,r Inithtls dh.111 . 
... 
Seller Initials A 
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Seller's Standard Plans and SpeQlfioationa as of the time of Start of Construction. All 
changes to Seller's Plans and Specit1oatioru requested by Buyer shall b111 evidenoed by I\ 
wrlttec·change order signed·by·Buyer and shall not be effeative until aocepted in writing 
by Seller. 
7.1. Start of Constructlgn. For purposes of this Agreement the "Start of 
Construction11 for the Home shall be understood to mean the date on whiob Seller issues 
th0 4'Notl~c to Proceed" io ~ontractors for th6 Home, The Notice to Proceed shall 
typically inolude a group of homes that is being constructed by Seller in a single 
sequence. Seller shall make reasonable efforts to send Buyer a written notlce stating the 
date on whioh Start of Construction has oc:ourred. Projections concerning st.art of 
Construction are estjmates only. Seller shall not be required to commence construction on 
Buyer's Home until it is the next home scheduled for construction aooordini to Seller's 
sequence of oonstTuction. Further, Soller stresses that meny fhotors, including ohangos in 
construction plans, weather or acts of God may prevent Seller from doing so, Moreover, 
Buyer is responsible for performing certain obligations that may aff'eot the timing of 
constrllction, such as scheduling a aonsultation appointment to seleot the Options, paying 
the down payment and timely applying for and obtaining approval of any loan. Buyer's 
failure to timely perform -these obligations shrill QOn&tltutc &i default of thi.s Agreement 
and shall entitle Seller to terminate this Agreement and exercise any remedies for such 
dofault provided for herein, 
7.2. .Completion of Construction. Seller agrees to prooeed with reasonable 
diligence to complete the Home in ao0ordanoe with Seller's building sohedule, Buyer 
understands, however, that scheduling of construction is difficult and that unexpected 
delays in completion are common. Seller shall use reasonable e,orts to keep Buyer 
informed of the progress in the construction of Buyer's Home, Buyer understands and 
. agree~tbat,Sella.r:,makes ,no .,guarantee;as ,to\.the·,actaaLdate.of.completion. Q.lld,,that in no 
event shall SeUer be responsible in any mannm- for any inconvenience, loss. damage, or 
expense to Buyer, including loss of loan commitment or interest rate lock, resultins from 
delays in construction. 
A landscaping allowance is included in "the prloe of Buyer's Homo and landscaping will 
be completed prior to closing~ if possible. In the event Buyer's landscaping is not 
complete at the time of closing ( due to· weather conditions), Buyer agrees to proceed with 
thci normal i;losing and to pl11ee into escrow sumc:lent funds, to guatantee landscape 
oomplction in a timely manner. 
7.3 ;peadline for comoletlon of COQ§b;uption. If S~ller fails to complete 
construction of the Home within one (1) year from the date of this Agreement due to 
reasons other than Buyer1s failure to comply wlth the terms of this Aereement. 
unanticipated events or nots of God, or any other reoaon that would excuse Seller from 
performance under Utah lnw, then Buyer may, as Buyer's sole and exclusive remedy, 
rescind this Aifeement by delivery of written notice to Seller and recr:::ive a refund of 
Buyer• s Earnest Money Deposit and all other sums paid by Buyer to Seller. Upon 
Buyer's rescission· of this Agreement this Agreement shall be terminated and neither 
.7 
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party shall have further obligatlon underthis Agreement, except for Seller's obligation to 
refund the monies speoifled above. Buyer's written notlae to Te$aind thie Agreetnent 
-·must·be·exeroleed -and ·provided·to ·Seller within··tbirty ·(30) days·ft'om the .. d~te·this 
Agreement _becomes eligible for recession, 
8. Reserved Rights Re: Constrpetion. Although Buyer Is entitled to select and Seller 
shall endoavor-to. provide the Options deeorlbad above, tho Home shall not be construoted 
as nor dcomcd to be 11 custom Home. The Home ls being constructed as a single structure 
within Seller's produetion housing d~elopment and shall be built according to the 
requirements of the overall development and construction program. Accordingly I Seller 
roserves the right to, at Jts sole discretion, make changes in the plans, specitlcations1 and 
materlal11 for the Home as and when Saller deems necessary or appropriate, For example. 
Seller may make changes in the building of the Bonte that are not reflected in the models 
Buy~ has seen or in Seller's current plans and specifications due to Seller's on .. going 
program of home building research 11nd enhancement or the poasibili~ of matm-ial 
shortages ,nd discontinuations. These changes 1t1ay also include variatlons in 
dimenaion9 or measurement, e.g. distance between counter tops and cabinets in Buyer's 
kitchen may differ from those in the modol Buyer selected in order to accommodate 
required olearanoe standBrds. 
9. Flng) lpspootion. As soon as possible after the substantial ccmplotlon of oonstructi.on, 
Bcllor shall schedule a final Inspection of 1he Home t¢ give Buyer or Buyer's 
representative 111e opportuni~ to he.ve a pre-Closing ''walk-throl.lgh" inspection of the 
Home. Substantial completion shall occur. when 1he City of St George issues a certificate 
of 00cupanoy. Seller shttll make every reasonable effort to schedule the final inspection 
at a mutually convenient time, but the Closing cannot be delayed if Buyer or Buyer's 
rep~s,~llt~ti't'.e is unabl~. to .Part.ii,ipat~Jµ the fin~ .. i~spe~tion, If Buyer or Buyerts 
.. ,. representathr.eJt,unable.Ao :,,participate ·.1n.,~"Pte; .. finaLinapection;.J~uyer .. :authorizes ,Seller to 
performJhe flnlll inspection on Buyer•s beha1£ 
9,1. Punch Li,t Items, The final inspection shall determine tlie remaining items 
to be oomplatcd, ri:paired or replaced. These itelllli are commonly known as ''punoh list 
items", The eximmce ofpunoh list items aho.U not entitle Buyer to delay 0losing, requcist 
a reduction in the Puroheso Price, hold funds in escrow, or terminate this Agreement. 
Seller agrees to correct end/or complete the punch 11st items within a reasonable period of 
tim"' either bofot(l or aft1:1r the Closing and Buyer agrees to allow Seller'.a personnel to 
enter onto the Property (after giving l3uyer reasonable notice) to correct and/ot complete 
puuoh list Items after the Closing. 
10. Visits to tbe Constr1-1ctlo11 Sjte; Assumetlon of Liability and Risk, A construction 
site is a dangerous place, eapocinllr fbr persons who are unaccustomed to the building 
industry or the risks aesoointed with the construction of 8 house in progress, Selli,r 
therefore cannot permit Buyor to visit the Property during construction or prior to the 
Cloaing or otherwise emer any construotlon site within Sunbrcok: unless Buyer is 
accompanied by one of Seller's representatlvel!I, By signing this Agrocment. Buyer agrees 
to assume all risk-and reeponsibllity-fur•Buycr or anyone else accompanying-Buyer with 
Buyer Initials )7\ '11 Seller Initials --·9:·· 
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respect to any damage, injury, or loss of life occurring while visiting the Property during 
construction, prior to Closing, or es a reault of entering one of Seller's oonstruotion sitea, 
Buyer further agrees to indemnify· and .. hold · Seller hannless against any loss or damage 
Seller may incur as a result ofBuyet.s visit to the Property during construction or prior to 
Closing, or beoause of,'Buyert11 entra.noe into one of the: oonstructlon ,it0s, including 
matters arising out of Seller's contractor's negligence, or matters involving strict liablllty, 
All site v1slts wherein Buyer desires to ent.ar into Buyer's Home shall be coordinated 
through the Scllc,r'5 $L\lci1! a.gent, who shall aocompaey Buyer where re11Sonably possible. 
11, Changes in the Sun brook Master Plnns. The Sunbrook Development Master Plan 
as w~U as any other development plans prepared by Se,ller1 may be amended or changed 
from tune to time to provide for changes, modifications, or alterations to patterns; 
setbacks; type1 number, style, or prloe of home; lot sizes and oonfisurations; densities, 
recreational amenitiesj or other improvements, As Seller's plans are p=riodically updated 
and remain subject to change, Buyer understands that no statement by one of Seller's 
representatives or any sales associate regarding the planned use of property in or adjacent 
to Sunbrook should be understood by Buyer or anyone as a warranty or promise 
regarding Seller's future development plans. By exeoution of this Agreement, and as a 
material inducement to Seller to accept Buyer's offer to purohasc the Prop~, Buyer 
waives any right to claim any damages, costs, liabilities, expenses or obligatlo.ns against 
Seller, Seller's officers, employees, agents and subsidlarles for any ohanges to the Master 
Plan, and/Cf any other zoning ordinance or development plan for 
Woodlands or for aqjaoent properties, or for the 
annexation of additional land or other development plan chll!lgl?s in Sunbrook 
Communities, 
12. Governing Dgeuments, (CC&Rs}. Deslgp Guidelines. Articles, and Bylaws, 
·Buyer .. ,aoknowledges .that .. the .. P.roperty ,Buyer,,le .purchasing. ,under,,,this"" Agreement .is 
located within a common interest· master··planned comtnunity oommonly known as 
Sunbrook Communities. Buyer further acknowledges that there are rwitr:ictions on how 
the Buyer can use the Property. Those restrictions are contained in a document known PB 
1he Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions {CC&Rs) that Buyer should 
review prior to exeoutins this Asreement, The CC&Rs beoom.e ti part of the titlo to the 
Property. The CC&Rs bind Buyer and every future owner of the Property whether or not 
Buyer has read them or had them explained. The CC&Rs together with other "Governing 
DooumtinW' (11110h 11:s MS00iation mticlei$, bylaws and rules and regulations) are intended 
to preserve the character rutd value of the properties in the community but may also 
restrict what Buyer oan do to improve or change the Property 811d limit how Buyer can 
use and enJoy the :Property. Buyer is therefore on notice that Buyer should review the 
CC&Rs and other Governing Documents before executing this Agreement to make suro 
that these limitations and oontrola are acceptable to Buyer. 
Buyer further acknowledges that as an owner in a oommon interest community Buyer 
will be responsible fur paying iju)'er's share of expenwi relating to common elements, 
such as landscaping1 shared amenities in the operation of the homeowners association. 
The obligation to pay these assessments binds Buyer and every future owner of the 
9 
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Property. Buyer must pay tiiese dues whether or not Buyer agrcea with tbo way the 
usooiatlon le manaalns the proportiot or spanding the aseeasmente, The exeoutin board 
· · ·of"tlie ·usoolalmii;."if sef·forth ··m · the ···aoveriiing· Documents; may ba.ve ·the power ·to 
change and ino~ th~ ~unt of the ~ssment and.to levy speoial assessments against 
the Proporl:y to moot oxpcnscs, 
Buyer aoknowledsos · that Soller hu · made available, prior to Buyer's ex.eoution of this 
agn,omcmJ, ooples of the Governing Documents for Buyer~s review and that Buyer has 
C?lther i~owed or detormtned, at Buyer' a own rlski not to review these Governing 
Documents, 
1!, Warranty (Refto Buyer's Limlted Warranty Stateinen~ attached), 
14~ §pepific Dl1clalDJ&.tl• By signing this Agreement. Buyer agrees to purchase the 
Property subject to the following additional disolahnera and to release Sellor from any 
Habllf.ey,, and to indenmey Seller &om any liablll~, wlth tespeot to the followms cmmnmated 
items. This 11st Df items is not exhaustlve ~ shall be deemed tD inolude any and all 
othc:,r items or oircumstanc:es to whioh Seller has no duty or obliglltlon pursuant to state or 
federal law: 
14.l The location of utlllt;y lines, utility improvements (such u, but not limited 
to, Junmion t>oxes, transtbnners or pedestals), and sewer taps that may vary ftom 
published plans; 
14.2, Walls or :ftmoing. which may encroach slightly on either side of; set batik 
lines or aotual lot lines; 
·· ., .. ·• ·-1'4:;3; .. ·-Future ''imlffl)VC?ft'.lents:,,by:, Buyer,-.~:-lncludlng .. wallsi .. fencing. .-,,grading, 
landsoaplng or excavAtion work on the Lot whioh could dismpt drainage and/or n,tention 
and cause flooding or ponding if not oorrectly emsmeerad (and Buyer hereby agrees 1o 
coireotl)' engineer all suoh future improvements); 
14A. Seller le not responsible for and Seller's worninty doo5 net oovcr craoklns of 
concrete or stucoo that .m.Q.Y result tom improper watr,rlng by Buyer near the foundation. 
sidewalk or driveway; 
14,5, Seller is not rosponsible for and Seller's warranty does not cover the non-
structural oraoklng of the concrete floor, or any non .. stru.otural araoking of any stucco, or 
any oraolcing of the, tile grout that may be instelli:d over the concrete floor, due to settling, 
expansion and contraction; 
14,6, Any vi~ :from Buyer's Property that 1t111y ohnnge or bi, eliminated ovc:,r 
time due to oonsbuction on the properties in the violnity of Buyer's Property Of growth in 
trees or other vegetatlo:n on or off'Buyer'a Ptoperty; .llnd 
Buyer Jnltlals lrvM... 
.. . .. 10 .. 
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14.7 ... Seller. is not rasporisJble for. and make no representations regarding the 
ourrent or future health of any trees or other natural vesetation on or near -the Ptoperty. 
15. Cancellation. a,nd Remedies, 
. . ·- ...... , .. 
15.1. Bayer's Default, The following shall oonstitute default" by the Buyer. 
Oocurrenoe. Qf f,llly, of_t}le.Jq~lqwµig, gives $,eller th~. riibt tp oa110el thi$_ Agreement and 
nave no further obl.lgation ·10 Buyer. Upon default by Buyer of an>' -rms of this 
Agreemen~ Seller shall_ be entitled to retain all Earnest Money and down l)&yment up to a 
maxhnum · of 15% of the Total Purohase ·Price, plus change orders, options, and extra 
money .a$ 1'4gl't.lli,({ liquidated damages. 
lS.1.1. Failure to submit for loan application within seven (7) days of this 
Agrcomont, 
15.1.2, Failure to tbmish Sellm with written evidence anr:I preliminary approval 
fer fmencing Within thirty (30) da.ys of this Agreement. 
15 .1.3. Failure to fumlsb Seller with written evidence of final approval for 
financing thirty (30) days prior to Start ofConstructfon. 
lS, 1,4, Failure to cooperate fully wlth the lender to obtain financing. 
15.2 .. Seller's Default. If. Seller fails to perform Seller1s obliga.tions under this 
Agreement and Buyer bas otherwise complied with all of BU)'er's obliiations, then Buyer 
agrees,. befqre exercising any other remedies, to deliver to Seller a written notice setting 
forth in detall the alleged :tailure of performance by Seller. Seller shall have thirty (30) 
d~ys fr~m.ttha:te!)eipteofBuyer's noti~e-to-ou~• s~c:h failure· of,perfotmance, if any, except 
'tliil:flrtp~~fe.q(ur,ti:;i)eilfo'rifianc~-:oii®dt:reaso;nii~lf"b,f·completea'bl1se11er,w1tliin"tlilrty 
(30) days. then Seller shall have a reasonable time within which to complete the remedial 
~tlon, but in no event long~r thm sixty (60) days. If; At th~ ~pirntion of 51Ud oure 
period, Seller shall not have oured the fhilute of performQnoe, Buyer may1 by further 
written notice to Seller, as Buyer's sole and exclusive remedy, tmninete this Agreement 
and receive a ref\md of tile Earnest Money and an otller sums pa!d by Buyer to Seller to 
date, whereupon this Agreement shall be tenninated without further liablllty to either 
party, In no event shall Seller be resporuiible for incidental or consequential daunages. 
15.3, Arbltratlon. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this 
Agreement or Buyer's purch.ase of the Property shall be finally settled in accordance with 
the Amerloan Arbitration Assooiation for the Real Estate Industry or the construction 
industry, A one person panel shall be·utilized and judgment on the award rendered by the 
lll'bitrator may be entered in any court having jurlsdic.t1on thereof. The arblt:mtion sht\11 
take place in Washingv.:,n County, Utllh or at a place mutually agreed upon -by both 
partic,s. ln the event the claim relates to a construction defect, the Amerioan Arbitration 
A~e.ooiation rules for the oonetruotion industey shrill apply. Buoh tuk1~ &h~ll also apply if 
Md to the extent that the alleged defect is covered by the limited wa:rranty contained in iht's'Ag'reeiiieht: · · · · , · · · ·-- · ~ · -- ··- ,. · ··• · · · - - · · · · -· -· · · · ----
.... J.1 .. 
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16, Copatructlon o[ Aereement, The section headings in thjg Agi-eement are for 
reference·purpoaes·only~and ·are··not-intonded·in·any way to describe, ·interpret, or"limlt 
the scope, extent_ or imeflt _e>f tlµs Agreement. If a!lY. po~ion of this Agreement shall be 
deBmsd lnvalid or inoj:>$'ative, only th.at portion of this Agreement shall be ~cl and 
the rt,st of this Agreement wlll remain valid and enforceable. This Agreement shall be 
0onstrued0 in acoordance with lts plain meaning, and no presumption against the drafter 
hereof ehwl be emplO)'ed, 
17, Gqyer.nigg Law. This Agreement and the obligations wider this Agreement shall be 
construed it1 aooordanoe with and governed b_y the laws of tho state: of Utah, 
18, No Investpn~gt Repre.sent{ltions. None of Seller's employees, agents or 
rcp1'Clscnto.tivca ~ a.uthoimid to ni~e PnY representations regarding economic benefits 
to be derived from this transaction. Buyer is advised that economic benefits to be derived 
from this transaction may vary with individual clroumstanoes and Buyer ls required to 
rely upon Buyer's own attorney, .accountant, or other counsel to the extent that Buyer 
desires guidance in regards to such matters. 
19. Binding Efl'eetj Joint 3pd Several Obligation~. This Agreemont shall bind the heirs, 
exeoutors, administrators, and successors of the parties hereto. If Buyer consists of more 
than one i,~on or entity, Bu;yer's oblisations hereunder shell be tbejolnt nnd several 
obligations of all persons and/or entities comprising Buyer. 
20. Np Waiver. The waiver by Seller or Seller's failure to ~nforoe uny of thw tonns1 
conditions, or provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver of any 
other subsequent term, condition, or provision of this Agreement. 
· 1.1:'Aiii2iimeiif Proti1§iteit Bi:tye'r'niay nof assigfflliis Agreement to another ·pets on 
witho11t Seller's prior written consent, Any assignment shall be in Seller's sole and 
excb1s1ve dlscmtlon. · 
22, Notices. All notices. unless othenvise specified in this Agroemen~ mU8t be in writing 
and shall be effective when sent, postage prepnid, in the U.S. mail or hand delivered to 
the addresses shown on the Summary ofTenns. 
23. nme orEasepce. Time is of the essence of all obligations in this Agreemont. 
I I 
:24, J!m:li. For purposes of this Agreement, any reference to "days41 shall mean business or 
working days exclusive of legal holidays and weekends. 
25. Attompy's Fee~. In the event of any arbitration or :mediation between Seller and 
Buyer, before or after the Closing, the prevRiling party shall be entitled to an award of all 
~ttorney's fees anc;I oosts in an amount tt, be determined by the arbitrator or mediator 
bearing the m.ntw:r, Any oourt or arbltratlon huarln,g any matteir on app~iil tn4Y also award 
suoh fees to the prevailing party in and for any prior mediation or arbitration . 
. .. ,., ..... ,., . .... . . -·· .... 
n . 
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. 26:-Aijiij.Aolmowiedgment. Buyer,· by initialing below,··aoknowledse that Sunbrook 
Realty Oroup, L.C. repreaentsi Seller ("Seller'? as Seller's real estate agent, and that prior 
· l15'ffiifl\'giiment;wtltt.el\"diselosure·oftbe agency relationship-was provided·to-Buycr. -
27. Doftnitlon11. All oapimlized terme not defined In this Agreement shall ha.ve the eam.e 
meaning set forth in the Governing Documents, The term "Agreement'' shall mean this 
Real'Bstate·Purchase Contraot for Construction. 
zs~. Authgrlty or Signers. If Buyer is a corporation, partnership, trust, limited liabllity 
company,· estate of other entity, Buyer warrants that Buyer has autliority to bind euoh . 
entity to the terms of this Asreement. 
29. Cgmplfte Contn,ct This Agreement together with its addenda; any attached 
exhibits, and · any sumequent change or extra orders, constitutes the entire Agremnent 
between Buyer and Seller and Sllpersedes and replaces any and all prior negotiations, 
representations, warranties. understandings or contracts, verbal or written. between Buyer 
and Seller. This Agreement cannot be ohangedj amended. or altered without the written 
agreement of Buyer and Seller, which written agreement must be signed by Buyer and an 
lWthorizud representutlve of Seller. Seller has the rjght to assign any and e.11 of Seller's 
tights mid obligations under this Agreement without Buyer1s consent. 
30. J!:ac:slmile mm DocumeJJii, Facsimile transmlsslons of the original slgnetl 
A.greemonti and retransmissions of the signed Agreement, shall be the same as delivery 
of~ origlw If ~e·_~action Involves multiple Buyers, facsimile transmissions may be 
executed in counterparts. 
-~1. ·Aclditional ·ItemB. There [ · l Pre r✓are not addenda to this Agreement eontainins 
··· ,. ''aittfiftbfiititennt"Ifiliere·rare;.:the ·,terms -·of'the"followhl~ ,¥addenda, are ·,incorporated ~into 
this Agreement by reference: _l_l-_l 6_~2_0_04 ______ _ 
Buyer aonfimts and agrees as follows: 
I HA VE READ THIS AGREEMENT IN ITS ENTIRETY AND UNDERSTAND THE 
TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS AGRBBMBNI', I OFFER TO PURCHASE 
THIS J?R.OPE.R.TY SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTA.lNED 
HERBIN. BUYER UNDERSTANDS T!IlS IS AN OFFER TO PURCHASE ONLY 
AND SELLER HAS NO OBLIGATION UNTIL THIS DOCUMENT IS SIGNED AND 
ACCBPTBD BY TaB SBLt.BR. TRB :BFP.SCTIVB DATE O'.F nus AOR.BBM.:BNT 
SHALL BB THE DATE IT IS ACCEPTED. AND APPROVED BY SELLER AS 
NOTED BELOW, um SALES ASSOCIATE IS NOT THE SELLER AND IS NOT 
AUTHORIZED TO ACCEPT THIS DOCUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE SELLER, 
BUYER SHALL PROMPTI, Y BE MAILED (ORF AXED, FOLLOWED BY MAil.,, IF 
REQUESTED BY BUYER) A FINAL ACCEPTED PURCHASE AGREEMENT • 
. J3 . 
Buyer Inltlals ~ti\ 
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"BUYER" 
DATE / Pi ~ .4/,. tJ2f 
NAME ______________ --"DATE _____ _ 
RECEIPT OF THE EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT SPECIFIED ABOVE IS HEREBY 
ACKNOWLEDGED AND PRESENTATION OF THIS OFFER TO SBLLER IS BEING 
F. l 
MADE BY: SUNBROOK~UP, LC 
SALESREPRESENTATIVE·~,,t,(__,~ /:{', (,'p!fY 
APPROVAL: (Signature required for Acceptance or Counteroffer; Initials only Jbr, 
Rejection). . . 
[4cCEPTANCE: This offer is accepted and Seller agrees to sell the Property subject 
to the tenns and conditions contained in th is Agreement. 
[ ] COUNTEROFFER: Seller presents for Buyer's acceptance the terms of Buyer's offer 
subject to the execution of or modifications as specified in the attached Addendum # _. 
[ ] REJECTION: Seller hereby rej~cts the foregoing Agreement, Seller's Initials __ . 
"SELLER" Sill.fHILL HOMES, L~C., a Utah-Umited Liability Company. 
DATE Jofrr;/tJL{ 
14 
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DQ,CVMENT RECEIPT 
State laws require Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller with oopios of th.ls Agreemont 
bearing all signatures 
BUYER --~------------'DATE. _____ _ 
BUYER ----------~----'DATE ______ _ 
SELLER ______________ DATE~-~---
I personally onused a final copy of this Agreement bearing all sienaturus to be 
• mailed, • faxed, • hand-delivered on _____ __...;20_. postage 
pre_paid to • Seller • Buyer. 
Delivered by: ________________ _ 
15 
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AGENCY OISCLo'suRE 
Tl\la ta.a lessiUy .. binding dcoum11nt. If Ill& l'I~\ under.stood, cons'ult with 109111 oi;,unsel. 
::::::, 8s.8f:~/f4m~6'5.~t.- :::::~ 
LOCATION OF PROPERTY: u/4tJ{)/A/JtJ,:5 ··,1: t %[2; 0 &Jt?io!: {the •Prope11y") 
AGENT REPRESENTING SELLER: @ ~;\\t /1 ~ 11A-t,P?! G;fj_✓ . (the "Agenr} 
8ROKSRAGE RE~RESF.:NT;NG SELLER: :J t/ /J £';¢l.tlf)/c. ~/11 0~.,,P (the "Company") 
WHEN YOU ENTER INTO A DISCUSSION WITH A RSAL ESTATE AGl:NT R!;';iQARp1t-1Gi A ~OTSNTII("- REAL ESTATE 
TRANSAc.TlON,YOU SHOULD, FROM THE OUTSET; IJN'p~RSTAND WHO THE REAL ESTATE AGENT IS REPRESENT-
ING IN THAT TRANSACTION. WHAT POL.LOWS IS• 4. ,BRIEF BUT VERY IMPOf1TAt-r.r EXPLANA.TION REGARDING 
AGENCV RELATIONSHIPS AND THE REAL ESTATE AGENTS INVOLVED IN THIS TRANSACTION. 
. ... . 
SEL~l}'S AGENT 
A real estate agenl who lts'is a seller's property lor sale ("Seller's Ar_,enl"), actt as the ~&hr for the aeller only, end heiG fiduciary 
dUJles at loyalty, rull ~lsclosure, conficlentlallty and reasonable care to tl'lat seller. In praC11c:al terms, the seller hires a Seller's 
Agel\t 10 locates buyer and negotiate a transaction with terms·ta11orable lo the seller. Although 1he SOIISl"s Agent has these 
tlduolary dutlas, to tt:ie seller, the Seller's Aglilnt Is, by law, res,:ionslblll' to Fill prospacllve llurers to trnat them w!1h honesty, lalr 
dealing, oncl with good lallh, . · . 
B.UVER'S AQ!NT 
A real estate agent tliel acts es ag~nt tor the buyer only l"Buyer'a Agent") hai 'tl\e same lidl.lciary dulier. lo lhat·buyer that a Seller'is 
Agem: has to the sellel':' In prac:lic:al tam,i:, lhe b_uyer tllrea a Buyer'zs J\gent to 100Bl.e a sultab.le property al'ICI negotiate a transa¢1lof') 
W1th l-ertns favorable to lhe .buyer. AHhaugh the Buyer's Agent has these fidunJary dul!es to ftlB" buyer, the Buyer's Agent is, by law, 
responslbte ta all prospec,l11e sellers to treat them wllh honesty; !air dealing, and with good ,lalth. . · 
AGENT .OF BOT!-:! BUYER AND SELLER 
A real es1ate ageril oan, with the pric:ir written consent of the buyer and seller, represent ~th the buyer and seller ii'\ the same 
ti:en11aot!O_n tLimfJeq Ma11r) .. /tPrnJted. ~ge!:1tJ,aifl.~~l~JY.. ~-~~~ ~~. ~lh,_tt,e b:uY~r !lllld,tfle. s~ller, llut the Wmluad Agen1. tsJUso 
. "llmlied".by a separate duty of neutralify !n lh8 negoUalions 'between ths buyer and _se)!Br. 
CONFIRMATION OF AGENCY IN THIS TRANSACTION 
The Property shown ebr:,ve Is pres"'nllv listed tor sale through lhe Company. ~n,11.aquG(llly, the Company aod lhe Agent are · 
representing the Seller: ~ Buyer desires 10 have !he AG&nt J)Tepare nn offer to purchase 1he Property. Although the Agent h.BB 
agreed 10 prepare ihe Bisyer'$ offer lo purchase, by signing this Agency 01$!llosure form, the, Buyer acknowledges and agreea thal 
the Aganl aml the Company wlll represent tl:ie Soller I~ this lransaotlon as a Seller's Agent liHE BUYER ,!1.CKNOWLEDGES THAT 
THE COMPANY AND THE AGENT HAVE AOV1$ED7HE BUYER THAT THE BUYER IS J;NTITI..ED TO BE REPRl:SENTED BY A 
BUYER'S AGENT WHO wtU. REPRESENT ONLY il'IE ~UYER. THE BUYER HAS' HOWEVER, ELECTED NOT TO BE 
REPRESENTED BY A REAL ESTATE AGENT IN TI-11S TRANSACTION. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
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Sequenoe of Constroc1lon 
February 11, 2004 
Cut-o~ # 1 it~Pl I elow cannot be added, deleted, or changed after the 
pre-constnictiOfl! eeting. 
Elc:va.tion · 
Room conve.rsionj 
Fireplace options , 
Electrical options I 
Home electronics: tions 
.Alm:rn system optl ns 
Drywall options I 
Appliance option£! 
Cabinet options i 
Flooring options : 
Coffer ·ceiling op n 
Gaxage opti_on 
Concrete options 
Window options 
Media. center opti 
HVAC options 
Plumbing options j 
Central vacuum op · ons 
Interi.o.r trim opti 
E:ictetlc>_rd~or op . ns 
cou:ntedop'optio ~ · · 
Cultured matble o 
. . 
Cut-off# 2 itemJi elow cannot be added, deleted, or changed once 
house )las starte'j framing. 
Plumbing fixtures 
Paint optione 
Mittots options J 
Shower door opti 
Closet shelving op 
Ga.3;age door opti s 
G!u:age•floot opti s 
Homcbuyct __ ""+---------
Date: /,;?,.. <:/;O~ 
Date: _____ _ 
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SUNB~00 K.._ 
DESIGN CENTER 
Bach new homeowner will have 4 hours with the Design Center to select and 
finalize their colors; additional time with the Design Center will be a.t 
$ 100.00 per hour. 
If a change in the plan is required, the homeowner will have· 2 hours with the 
Design Center. Additional time for plan changes will be at$ 1. 00.00 per 
hour. 
Buyer 
Date:,_..;../_J.._--_t/-_-O_V.:........ __ 
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l;XCLUSIVE au ER .. BROKER AGREEMENT & AGENCY DISCLOSURE 
'THIS ts AL GAL.LY BINblNG AGREEMENT• READ CAREFULLY SEPOAE SIGNING 
.. O.!:SIGNA.TBO AG~NOY BROKe~AGE 
p.4 
Tl-llS EXCLUl>IV!: euYeR-BROK. R ACiR~EMENT Is enlerod Into on !hit; ~ d11y cl_ NovcsmbDr , 20.....Q.L, by md 
b.t~tJfl Pla:net RH a11tat.e ... _{~ll '.'C?.~!IDY'1!~ John and ll•r.b Mardeaia'h ("l;,U.Vet') 
1. TERM OF AG~E~E!fl. °fhe ~UY~r j,unlby retal!"t lhe Compe_ny,tndudlng CUn~ Bu.clweakn 
(lhe "Bu)"Jr'a Agonl"} as _Iha auttiorl e<l· s9ant for the Company, Alarllfl9 on the daite Ueted ab01J1;, ~nd entJIng at 5~0~ P .M. (Msi) on tne 
~day or ©!l'J.llf , 20 !i • or 1lle olosln9 of the etl:1lule!Uon of a praporfy, whlcn eirar ctie;u fl l (I Initial Tierm"), t(I a~ 
as stiu !!XCLU&IVL'! auyers Aael'lt in locullnD nm1/or neaotlatlng for lhe aoq1.11a111on or a prop1H1y tn ""-
Ci,unty, u111h, . OUl11'11l the lnUlal Te ol thl9 &ol11$1VI;\ BU)l~r.~roker Agreement. end 11ny r;,lrtenslon$ theruor, t e Buy agreea not to 
ente-r lnlo 11no1her buyw-b101te( 11g ement \'lllh allO!he( l'eal estalu egrirtt or bmkerage, 
z. SROKERAOE Fl:E. If ,11e P10 rty 11cquired by 1h11 61.JyBr Is ll&led with a ))n>Jjerage, the 11elQng c;:omn,h:n1lon paid lo tho Comneriy by 
tho lislinrr brcki,rage- ahafl satisfy th Eluyarr. obll9e1U011 for the bn1korage- fee QlOW1\ belOVt', If, llurlng the lnlllal Tenn, er anv exten1l0n 
of the lnltlal Tann, the Buyer, or a y other potBon Pilling Ill the Buyer'& behall, acq~s 11n lnlertJal In ar,y raat property, the Butsr 
11911195 to -pay to Iha Campany a br karage ree In !hi, amounl of $~--,--,.-- or __L_ % or lhe acqulelllcn otlce of lhe prol)fs,ty, If 
tho property Is no! !Isled with a kera!JQ, 111 tlu, absence of u aommlos\an egreeincl\l with the owner or lhe ~eleC\aCI PfOJ)erty, the 
. brakemoe fu(I llhe>Wn above llhall palU by the l:IU)'8r. Utdeac athelwlae agralJtl to In writing t,y Iha Buyar aDd Iha Comp111w, the 
bmKerage fo1,1 alioWl'I above ehell ' due- and pay;,ble om (a) Ir a PllrchllQI!-, 1h11 !fate or •ecordh1g of the otoelng dOc:imienti:: (b) II e 
le11Be the effacllva dale or the lea • or (o) ii an opllon. the date the opUr.111 agreernen\ hi elpned, It the lranc."clle>n Is. prGVAl\led by 
derauit of awer, Ille compet1.sellcn hall be immodlatel)' pr,ysblo to the Campany, 
3, PROTECTION PERIOD. If wit In _L_ m0nlh11 an.er lho tarmlnallon or ,xplraUon at thl& E,ccJusive Buyer-Broker Agreement, 
auyer or any pDr!IOl'I aallng on 1110 U;«Gr'.& bcihclf, enlefs Into an Dgreenu:nt to purahsae, eiu;:ne11~ for, obtain an optlan on, or J111:1sC1 
any property loCl\li:td lot Buyer by uyer'11 Agent or the Company. or on which Buyer's Agent negollatas in Btlyer's behalf during the 
tnllial Term. Buyer :agm11s to puy 10 Campany Ille- brok=r.1~ fee relatt:neod In 8eetlon 2. 
4. BUVl:iR REPRESENTATIC ISOLOBURES, TH~ euveR WARRANTS THAT THE BUY!:R 1-1.A.6 NOT eNTE:ElED INTO ANY 
OTHER SUYER•BFtOKER AGRE 5N'f WITH ANY-OTHER BROKERAGE THAT I.S STILL IN FORCE ANO EFFECT. The Buyer 
'MIi: (w In .-ti communtcallons wllh o her 1'$11 estate a11erns, ngtlfy lhe- age111S In advance that \he Quyer hae. entered lnlo tnl& E.l(c;:Iualvt1 
BIJ)lm'•eroker A9reemen\ wllh 1hi, a mparty; (b) fuml&tr ttw:: l'luyar'a A9enl Wllh m1avor11 pe!'ll0111tl and finent:Jal lnformatlcn to facilitate 
th~ t3uyer! eb!!!i1 !Q e=!.!tre a prop ~/: (c) ~erci~e ~e ;.;.C dl1t;c:1:: ::; a.-a1uaUnr; u-r.e p;-qakiai anu k:gBt CUfrdiiiur\ er iha propeny 
selectlnl by the Buyer: (d) hola ha less lht Company and ltie Buye~s Ji\eunl aQlllnst any datms es the nnrult 01 any Injuries lnCtJrrad 
wnUe tn~ng 11ny propc,,ty: (e) u 11 8illnlnst of this Ex~lve Buyet-brolwr Agreamertl, persentJlly JUVlew and 1119n the BIJ)'er Duu 
D!H_gence Oh1;1cldlst form: and (I). dis 0~ 101lle auyer', Agent all prapo11lv& In whidi tho J;Juyer, ~ of lho dale c,f lhis l=xcluslve Buyer. 
Broker Agreement, ts eJll,gr nogotlall t11 aoqulru or him a pre$enl lntvreel ln DCqultlrig. 
S. AGENCY RE.LATIE>NSI-QPS. Ely lgnlng Ihle: Eleclmlve 9uyer-8rotcer Agreement, lh1.1 Buyer desqJnb\es tne Buyer'\\ AtJ1m\ arm lhe 
Pllnclpal/Branth' 81'1)kar for· the- C _arw (lhe "Broker"),-· ai;· aa81"1te fgr 1tJ1f Buver lo locale prcperth;in. far· Iha Buyer'11 c:ansk:iei'allon. and 
.. reviewl,b'VhuiEl~er.1alf!01Dutnorf~••t cr,Buyor:&IAge)rtiOf',th0,Broker-lo!appolilt;ani:itlier·a9e,;t•ln1thii•ctrimpat,y>to!,ejjrezierWtlie'Buye{lt1 
ttio event I~ BUVW9 Agenl or the rokrJr will be lemporarlly 1.1nii1mllsble lo 11urvic8 the Bu)'Vr, AS &(le.Nii; for the BLl)le(, \hu 8\l)la,t'JL 
Agent and ltlV arokBr haver flduela dulkt-$ to lhe Buyet Plat lnctude loyalty, tull lflsclouure, i:;anfldi,rlllBlily, ana miisot1able care. The 
Buyer undon,\ll!lds, til)W&\IBr. 11lat l B-.a:,vr'ij il\lJen\ and lhe Broker may now, or In 1t,ei Muro, bCl 11tpentu fore Selltir wl'lo may hove a 
property Iha\ lhe Buyer may wli,h to cqulru, Tl'en t\la BuyGl"s Aaaot end the Broker would be ac!lnp as Limited Agents - r~Pre6el\llng 
both the BU)lvr and DGlll>r .t tlw e tl!M, A Lfmlltd A9unt t,as lldunlr:iry di.1tla, to balh the Bqyer und lhe &etler, Howwer, lho:ie 
auuas are "11,nllod" ~us~ lne a 111 cannol provide lo both p11rilci. unrfivld!!!d loyalty, full contlden1laliW and h.1E db:cloaure or ell 
infci'1'11atlon known to th" ;:igenl. Far fu!B re1J5on, ~ Llmlt&d Agenl is bound by a furtm,r dUly of l'mutrQ!lly. Being Rcu\l'al, the Umiled 
Agenl may not dlsdo$& to el~her pa fnfoono\loti likoiy lo weaken the bnrgalnlno position ol lhe other - fQf exompltt, the highest pnce 
the Buyer wlW ofl'm-, or lhe IC>W:!!1 p 'ce lhfl eollcr wlb ae<.epl THE 13U'r'ER IS AOVJSeD THAT NEl'rHlliR THE BUYER NOR THE 
· SEl±flR·IS-RE~tllRED 'ff, ·AOCE ~· tllllllTErr AGf!NcY" SITl1ATION 'IN l ffE'COMP'Al'l'i', ~NO"EA:Cff PARri""IS'•e...ir1r ceo·w 'BE' · 
Rl:!PRE8ENTED l'IY ITS OWN AGE T, By ln;IUaltng here [ ) l J 1he Buye. alilhc!Tmll \he Buyur'1:1 Agen\ and Ille Broker 10 
represent halh tho Buyer ond Iha s lier l!l!I Limited Agents when lhe euyer's Agent and the Brol(ar also raprnll.enl the Seller cl 1h11 
l"ropenv Im: euy,,r 11eslre:s 10 i.cqUll' • 11 tni11a-.o a11ove. lhe auyor fiJIUler ~tees that when another .agent in the Company repre111,nI~ 
U10 Seller, 11181 agent Wlll elt~ivefy resent lh$ Seller,•~ Buy,r, Agent wlA ruccluelvety reore11enl the Buyar, and 1he arol!.erwlll act 
as Llmltod A9ont In edl\er ove11l, If nllittlcd above, the Buyer ond lhe seller wlll bo aBKe<l to sli,n o &GPfiflU" Umlletf Agency Consent 
A11reemenl el Iha lime lhc llmiletl ag y $lluatlon ariaea. 
&. PROFESSIONAL. ADVICE. itie omp1111y i.tnd the euyer'11 egool ~re tr;ilned in Ch$ Marl!etll'lg or real ectme. Neithor tho compnhy 
nor lhe Suyu~i; A11enl are \rained o Ucensod lo pto\lide the Buyer with profoiisional advice regardlng the phyalCI.\I OQndlllon ot Rlrty 
property or reg1,1rdi1'g leQJJI or lax mli era. 81.lYER IS ADVISED Nor TO RELY ON THE COMPANY. OR ON ANY AGENTS OF" THE 
COMPANY, FOR A OETERMINATI N REGARDING THE PHYSICAL OR LEGAL CONDTTION OF THE PROPERTY, includin~, but 
not dmlted to; paol or pri,sanl COITIJJII nee with zoning ahd bulldlrtD Codll raquirenu3nlG; loo con(lllicn t,f ~riY applluncer;; lhg oondihon of 
heatin9'cooll119. plumbing, ~nd eleci I likhJrui: and equipment; ~r problem&; moli.lure or other problems In !he rool or loundallan· 
the 'l:l\lllf(labllllY WlQ locnuon or utlllliesi lhe local!Oi\ of prcrpen,y linD!!; 111\d 1he D~ncl eqUilTII.' loolage DI ;1CfG8{)B or ttle inopuny, AS PART 
S1i901of2 BU'}l1ffd~l J".11 Oate½~rf:~¥ . " . . -Ll~~OFU16 . '~ 
Thi • i;,On'Cl!bC.I: ir, for u,'.,,;;, ~f~Ili'!SB'i:ll', '1111• 'by- &n.y ,;,th111:c- p • rt:y Lp :l.l:Lagal and VO•d.~ l:.h• cont:X'4C:I:, 
! I 
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OF ANY WRITTEN OFFER TO URCHA$E A IJROF'fRTY, THE COMPANY STR01'4Gl.Y AecOMMENOS THAT iHE BUYER 
eNGAGE ,.H~ SERVICE$ OP PP~OPAATE PROFESSIONALS TO COl,ioucr INSPEC'TJONS, iNVESTIGATIONS, 'rESTS, 
SURV!:'fS, AND OTHER EVALU IONS OF THE PROPER1'Y AT iME Bll'fflR'S Ex.PENSE. IF THE BUYE~ r.AILS TO l:>D SO, 
T~ £!~~- IB_J.\~IN~ C_ON!~ . ~ 10 THE !,D_Vlq~ OF T!"tE _COMP . ;NY, 
7. DISPUTE ReSOWTION, The r1ies (lgreo lhBI any di~ relal!MI to Chli; i$llclusl11e Bl.l:,lllr-Braker Agreonienl, eitislng prior to a, 
en,.,r th11 acqU1111tla11 of is r,roparty, _ atl 6n;t be ~!11!Rad_\Q..ID!!?d.l11lltmJhro11gh a. rne.cilmlon.p10Yldur-inutu111ly-fl9Teed upon· by the· auyc:r 
and ·rhc,·Ctifiibliriy, -,r-1t11n1art111,- nno\ ~" upon a medlellon provider, me dlaputn stmll be !Wbmltllld fo thlt Arnerlgpn Arbltr&liOf'l 
Aa&aclatlofl. eacli pSlly ;agruBll lo _ er iii; own °-~ or ml!dlalion. It m!!:lflutlon rall5, the otkur r&l"lledleu avallablo under 11im Exclusive 
BIJY\W•brokmr'Agr89!Jll!fll sh.Jr a~ ;· 
e. A11'0RNEY Pl:E!S, Eiccept as vlded IJ'I Sadlon 7, In ca~ of tho employffll!1ll of .an auomey In Bf'IY ml!l'l\'1r orlolng 01.11 of this 
Eidu$1Ve euyor-a_RHter 1'1Jll!C~111\1 the pn,valfing party aholt-_be enllllcd to rcieelve (rem lhe ath!!r par1Y all ooa:ti.i and 111\orne,y tooa, 
wheither the 1M!tcsr I& resolved one gn court oanon or olherwi&e. rr. lhrough no ftn1II or the Company. any llllgaUon artoea out of the 
Buyor"& employmem ar 11,e Comp ny under thh; Elrdusi\11;1 auyer•l3rt)iwr Agraemenl (whether btm:N"e 1;1r after the ai.qul$llllon -of a 
propec-ty), Ul9 Buyer BIJ/llOB 10 tty th$ Carnpany anlf the ·Buyer's Al)anl from ell co$ and ellornay fees lni::urred by Ille Ool'llpany 
and/or th&. Buyer'& Apen! In pur.11 · and/or defandlng wch aClftin. 
)lt:sr aulhorae11 the Company sndlor auyat'BAgcnl as rr,fkiws: (cih1;11c;:~ 1111ppl1011ble boxaa) 
( J otscloaA after Closing to eac:h LS tn whlc:ft Iha Company partlclpat~a, con&lrrtent with U\e ,oqulfcmenb 1:1r lhci MLS, the final lerms 
and ua!m:i price o! lhe r,mperty a ll by 9Ul't'f' under h> ler,m; or lhlu A9meme11t; l l communlo:ete with Buyer fi,r tho purpose of 
aolldlln9 real uete1c.-1elatsd gaods· 11 sannacs ~hiring ul\'d at'le< Ille wrm of1hls Buyer-l3roker J\greemen1, at the tollowin.11 numbers or 
om11ll 11ddress· ( m) ___ .....,. __ (Wk') _______ (can ....... ...,..__, ___ f~: ; and 
emaU: i £ ] In anv tran:s~cltan k>r hf aoqolslian of El property, Buyer a9r&e:r tl'lat tho Eem$6t Monay. Depoalt may be 
placed In an lnlere-d't•betirifllJ truBt<ac nl wflh 1~8'1!:Sl paid to- Ule Utan Ae&aclallon al Reahora~ Housing Opportunity Fund (UARHOF) 
to aia&ist in creaUng affotdabl@ houal throughout !tie slatQ. ( l 9uy•r'a Initiate 
10. ATTACf-fMl:NT, There ( J A ( J AflE NO'r addllionaJ tenn11 contained In an A11Ciernlum e\lachc:sd lo lhla Exi:tuslvc Buyor• 
eroknr Agr,:sD1TIB111, II an Atttiend m ts attached, the li:11'11\B or lhAt Add11ndurn are lnoOfJ]oraled lrilo this Exelus:!vu Buyar-Braker 
Agraemant by !his referunCtl. 
TY, The Buyer und th& COl'fllany wlH cornply with Federal, Stnlo, and IQO;UI fair ttou:sln17 la~. 
1il- F~ES. f$Cll!mile (fax) tranaml · o of t1 elanod copy of lhbi EJ¢1UGiVe PtJyGr-13rokor A9n,em1:r1\, and mtnmumlsl!llon <>f a signed 
f.«. shall be 111& game &11 dalivery o en original, If ttlls lransflgffan Involves mutupl~ Buyers. tltl& Exalu:rlvi:, !:luyer-Bmker Agreement 
may be exacuted In et:1Unte'J)1irta. 
13. ENTIRE AGFU:EMENT, This ex 11e Buygr.Bfol<er Agrnmonl. 1ne111rllng the Buyer Due Dlti(rance CheokU&t rcrrn, con1alne tho 
ellllre agl'81!menl betwoeo the par1le relating to lhc, Eiub]ecl MDHer or tnle EJ!clush/11 Buyer-Bmker Agreement Thi. EMcluGtvl!) Buycr-
Brcl<E!r Ag,oemenl nhllll not bQ tnodlll w ~ mraept In ~ signed by thi, Ptl"l!:15 hereto. 
THE: NDE~BIGNED B.~ar d~B h ...• ~ accept lhc, ~~ 1:1f_t~,;c~-~~-IY.~-~t1~r~Bto1<er Agceeme,;\, 
• -h~· ·' i. .... . •.. c., .. ·"··• . ' .. ' , .. - ' . . . ~~~!~!.+:a '"c& ~ c;1frf;,Vf>/g" {fia-;4' •O'f 
........ ~e-··1'1'$··--A-eiovt . . • ~· ., ...... - ·,-r:&:oy, 
(AddresslPhona) (Dale) 
by: . 
(l'rlnclp~t.unch Broker) (Dale) 
o1Lnt awd,,••·· 
PIHK: au-;er 
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ADDENI>UM N0-1 
TO 
( .- --.,.. -
• ' < 
' 
SUNHILL HOMES REAL-ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X] addendum [ ] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOlYIES REAL ESTATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement") with a Reference Date of November 16, 
2004 including any or all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John & Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company, as 
Seller, regarding the property located at: 354 N Lost Creek Drive, St George, Utah 
84770 more particularly descnoed as Lot# 8 Woodlands Plat (Phase)= St. George City, 
Wasmngton County, UTAH. 
The following is hereby incorporated as p~ of the Agreement: 
The purchase price is to increase from $478,900.00 to $654,899.00 due to Option 
Changes made in the amount of $175,999.00. 
*"'* Note: All credits for payments received will be given at closing *** 
To the ex.tent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of 
the Agreement, inclucling all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall control. 
All other terms of the Agreement, inclucling all prior addenda and counteroffers not 
modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same .. 
-[ X J Seller shall have until 5:00 [ ] AM [ X ] PM Mountain Time, September 20, 2005 
. Jo. @.9.QP.t. .. ~.-.~Ul!.§;Qj'_~_@Q~:µJ,\-1 in ~cordance with the provisi~ of Section 31 
of_ the Agreement. Unless so accepted, ·tlie·teriri.s a1f'seff6rtli'iirtlilicADDENDT:JM·shall 
M 11 i,/J~r~12-os ~01u;J,-n,g,4 ~ q-t/J:.tJs 
~er'S~Date Time · [XJBuyer Signature Date Time 
ACCEPTANCE/COUNTEROFFER/REJECTION 
CBBCKONE: [fJ ACCEPTAN~~ Sell.er l!i€f Buyer hereby accepts.the terms oftbis .ADDENDUM 
[ ] CO B.OFFER: [ ) Seller [ ] Buyer presents as a counteroffer the t.erms of attached 
ADD UM r-.~--
(Time) (Si.gnaf:ure) (Date) (Time) 
REJECTION: [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer rejects the foregoing ADD~UM 
(Sigoatim,) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Dat.e) (Time) 
. - . •-·• -•- --···--··· ----~-- ~- - . ··•- ·-··· 
. --· ... ~ .. - . .. -
- -·- ---·••· "-•··"•-··• ·-~ 
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To : Design Center 
SUNBR_OOI(___ 
From : Purchasing 
.·.' 
Date : September B, 2005 
Re : Lot 8 Woodiands• John & Marte Mardesich- Modlfled Cottonwood 
1 Re-Draw Fee . . $ 1,6Q0. -JJ i<. 
2 WalloffStudy/GreatRoom . . . .. $ · ... 1,600 ~o:·~ ·.·. · ... : 
3 EyebrowArches(total9) . . . .. , $ ;; 1,200 '-i=!:1. · --:.:··, · · 
~.: :.-•:, • :· .. ··. 4 Add Rock(Fu/1 Height) to Fireplace .. . _.... "$ ....... g53· i!JK. ·· · ·: ., .. : .. · 
::·::_::.-.. ~ ..  . : ~:::,~~:~:(<~~~~:! ~;~:: Showerto Guest Bath .... , $N$/C • ~:!~ .:;!-~.}~.-~•·.:_~·-~ .. :.:-_·_:_.·.:_:·~·.:'.:;_'._ ..:.·_ : ..·.:.·_._·.··. 
• ,:· · · ;. . · 7 Delete 3'0x5'0 SH Window 1n Great Room ..• • · - "' '- · · 
:: · :7:· .. -::, · · · · 8 Add to Great Room the Covered Patio- Sq. Footage •·• .. ,::.. $' · ·· .. 5 500 · -br.:·" ····· ·· ... · · · 
.::L-::'. .. ::. : : ,.s"'· .Bufll-ln Entertainment Center Great Room - Stain·& glaze.pr.iced ; .: $ . 16:379 ~~-P?'.fc\:. /\'-:; :-_ ~- _: · ..' .. . 
.:..~:.:::::_:::: · .J.t/Y Bul/t-ln.f3ar (Per Drawing)- Stain & glaztJ priced · . . .. ,.:;_ · $ 9,179.- ·;i!!JK ·:~:·;; .. ,::~· ··/.-: :.· .... . 
. '..• .'· 1. ·· .. ·· 11 Bult-In Shelving Behind Bar- This wa~ priced in item #10 .: .. · .. · Prtced·aboVef -:"'<?"re~· ... -~--.. · · · ···. ·· · · · · ·. ~ 
:_··:/··\~<~·-: 12 Bui/I-In Shelving In Master Retreat - Stain & glaze priced ., ,. . Delete . · · : •1-"0[~ - :: · :.'.•.· · / > ·.' :: · .. _ :_ 
I ' \.../. 
13 Add Tile to Great Room, Study, Office, Retrea~ and Hallway $ 7,087~1-e>k:. 
14 Uoarads all Floor TIie to Kale Random $ .13,648 ,,-c,K.. 
15 Uoarade Carpet: Camelot Shagadel/c Lambs Wool $ 2,616 - oK 
· 16 Add·Ha(!ging Ught w/Switch In Great Room $ 87 <!J'K. 
17 Add (5) Outlets and (3) Cab/9 $ 280 ()/(. 
1 B Add (14) Cans $ 952. cK. 
19 Add 2-L Line and Cable In Office $ 70 -OK 
20 -Add.Exhaust fan in,Master Shower $ · 187 i- DK 
. --'Z1""'"'tEil.JhdN1@eunter-T!le::a~ •. ,:c.,.:.,.:o.;,_., •. _ . ·····- . -- ...... - . .. .'$ .681_ ~ CJk.· 
22 Master Bath Tile $ 4,339 :.:.oK 
23 . Guest.Bath TIie . · . . $ 1,423 Dt< 
24. 112Bath-Vanfty-Slab Emper.adorDark . $ 91. oK 
25 Knotty Alder Doors-Stained to Match Cabinets $ · 10,799, ()IC 
26 Knotty Alder Baseboards-Stained to Match Cabinets $ 3,'127. OI< 
27 Knotty Alder Crown (B'? in Master Bedroom Stained to Match Cabinets $ 1,314 1-<:JK.. 
28 · Cabinets Square Panel- Stained (to match Briarwood) $ 4,644 ,-.of< 
29 .Upgrade Kitchen Granite to "GoldenPersa" $ ·2,115· Ol< 
. 30 ·Add Copper to Wood Hood like Briarwood $ · 1,000 1- Ole 
31 · Epoxy Garage Floor Delete · o JC. 
32 Add Stiver Shield Insulation Delete· ·. • ok ·_ 
33 Add Central Vac - Beam rugmaster #2775 Serenity Plus $ 1,524 r!.IIC 
34 Add Roll Text to Walls and Ceilings $ 1,894 - 01< 
35 Add Glaze to Walls and Ceilings $ 5,683 -ot< 
36 Add Recessed Niche Shampoo Shelf in Guest Bath Shower $ 214 1- 01< 
37 Stam!) (Slate-Style)Color Concrete - Walkway, Courtyard,2'sklrt,Man Door Pad $ 4,858~ e;, K.. 
38 Color- Concl'fite lncludfng 2'Sklrt (Above) · · - OK ... 
3.0 _ Ta.nl<fessW.ater Heater Rlnnal#2532FFUN-2 sep.controls(1 kitchen, 1 mstr bath) $ 1 ;650• -Ok .. : . , ·. ".:·:·,-: ·:-~· ~ · .. 
40 High Seat eongated Kohler Toilets ··· · · •·· · · · ·•.- · .. ·• · · .. · · ·--- ·· .... -· ·$· · .,·,.~-2i1'!'l~ i-l?,~.:-:.,,~:· • .~ .. 7i"": i·,.-.J:,:, ~ 
41 Surround Sound 4 Speakers !n Master Bedroom and 2 Speakers In Master · $ :· .· T;579~ ,, fl.If.::.: .';,'.i,•;,.'"::,:: ~ :i i.-:.:._,. ,: ... , 
Bathroom-----------------·-·-- ...... _ .. .. . <...,-
42 Front Door Style (UkeBriarwood Model) $ · 3·,ti3·1· ;:.'()·~ "·; ·.·., ,,- ·" · .. "·.-
. 43 Add Hose Bfb for Future Water Feature In Courtvard $ 250 -()1< 
44 Add WPIGFI w/Switch for Future Fountain In Courtyard $ ·,;:, · -1.73 :.f:f(f:,::-, .... :;f'; :';,, :·:,:,,:.: ·1 .·.,;-: 
, 45 Add decorative border on floor archwavs in studv, dinina(2sidesJ,Masterbed : ~Sf · . ·:t~2~-04tJ; ."11.f..<:"·~·-•-M--·-- ~ · · 
46- · · Opgriiae--P.Mfi~nres to Wolf. KitchenAlde dishwasher, &subzero fridge · · ,$ · :~;1:),6.8.CJ.~ _.;v,_,>i;••~f'~'.:~: 1·:;:,:_·~.;:~;; ;·· -~: ~ Yf~·~::.t.,: ~?;1! t~~c!?.!!: 47 Upgrade fireplace unit to Extrodlnalre wl arch #FX-36DVXL Black $. · · . :2,s7.g~"' ·O.:. . : .. · .·. 0• •• . • , • ,. , •. ~ 
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To : Design Center 
From : Purchasing 
Date : September 8, 2005 
Re : Lot 8 Woodlands- John & Marie Mardesich- Modified Cottonwood 
4/f. Add Glaze to Kitchen Cabinets 
,4.9" Add Glaze to Wooq Doors 
50 Vent Hood to Roof 
51 Jndep'endent Hood Insert - Vented to Roof 
52 L!pgrade Duct Wo& for Exhaust Fans In Baths to 6" retrofit to.std fans 
53 Anthracite SI/Grarilte Slriks ($450'Kftc:hen - $250 Wet Bar) 
54 Glass Block over.Master Bath Tub 
55 12" Hearth wl Hearthstones on Fireplace 
56, Add Fridge Panels & Handles like the Briarwood Model 
57 Add 2 TIie-in Shampoo She/vest12"w x 1B"h) In Master Shower 
58 ·· /JoaradeBath faucets (except showersJ;Slnks-oablnet/DoorHarriware Emtek 
59 •· Mirage Soaker Tub (from Whitewater) no Jets 
BO · Add Rock Wool to Interior Walls per plan 
Bf Upr,rade Attic Insulation ta R50 Blown In 
.62 Uparade to Decors Nlaht LJaht Swltc:hes throughout house 
63 Add 3Mlnf Eyeballs & 1 can.: delets fan muah In study 
B4 Uoorade to 6c:m Granite Edaa on Wet Bar & Kltch'an Counters· 
65 Add 2 Monster Floor Plugs, 1 floor outlet, & 1 Sub Woofer Outlet In GreatRm 
66. Add Klnetlco Water Softener "K-2030" . 
67 · Add.Deluxf!.R/0 From Klnetlc:o in Garage wlllne to frldge,wet bar,kitchnsink 
· ::.:..eB·"''-'9\'i!Jd1ir!fdkito15xter-w11aoilrw.arc:l~wa/li&,hp.me,per,(}/an .... 
69 Overa11e on Llghtlna Allowance - oer WIikin.sons Invoice ·- •·• .... , 
70 TDe qhowers UlJ to 8ft helaht with Showarheads at 7 ft helaht 
-- .: .. ':-~.t:.:~._::..: ... · .. :._- .·· .. ":. ... 
$ · 3,800•, ,..cl:: 
$ 2,93-g; :~~-
$ • :.::ioo- -~J. 
- . =·-· .-
.: . ::; 
....... ......... ~ .............. __ .. , ....... . 
-
-
$ BO!J-""'O 
·$ · · 7-QO~ ~ti~ 
t(;:_}-;'.'?:'{z.:~>.-:.'.i i ·:· 
. _ .... -.. "!G $ · ·· ·, .. -960· ~ell :~:;·:::.:. ·r.;. ;::.~· ·:-:-.· : . .-. ..~ .. ~-
~: :--:·:~~-:~.;-~·, .. i• .... _:. .. .. $· : ... ,·57§..:~ -... ,,...... __ -~ ..... - ..... 
$· ; • -·. E!6-7- : 
, .. 
,;.I)_. gi_i~:.:r;.;:~ :::c~: .:· ···~ ·: ·. -~: · · .. · 
-$· ... . 4.29: ::-=c,~. 
I• 'K. 
;.,•:t ~' '·.!: -• .. =.-- ,! • ."·:: 
___ ,.,.,,I•.., 
"\!, :",ii)'/.' .,:'' • r 11 • 
.$ ·3,123· 
$ · .. .-as4; 
$ 2;164 
$ 791. 
$ 693 
$ 3.86, 
$ 3, 163N 
$ 521-
$ 1,795 
$ 1,250 
$ 10,267-
'$·····-····'·':4'1'~t 
$. 1,444-
..... ~ ..... -. ..... ,_.,. -' ........... . i-;,  
i--: •• 
l,;0.i° ~~1t:{~/?:.-\ _-'.: -::-· · 
,cf!. 
~oK.. 
,o~ 
rill 
or.. 
{)/( 
{9{< 
ott.. 
··01 (. . 
r;f<: 
. .• 
...... ~, ... 
. ': ·.~ :~:..::: ~-,.... : 
... , 
. . 
... 
71 Upgrade to Xenon Undercablnet Lighting from std Florescent $ 750 _. o (( 
72 U-Llne Und9rcounterFrldge wl/oemaker#CO2075FS (Clear Ice Is $2885.00) $ 2.,885 _ ~K 
73 Add Hot Water Raclrot.ilating LO£P· Tim9r to Water Heater $ · 600 .._ ofl: 
74 Arid Wood Panaf to Dlshw.asher with Handle to match fridge (per Jeremiah) $ 385-ol' 
· _._·7_s __ U...,p,.gra_ae_3._S_ho_w_e_t_F_au_c_et_s_to_M_an_·e_ll_e_O_RB ______________ $___ 19_3_,_. oK . 
Total 
$ 175,999 
..: 
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Sep 21 05 1O:42a Johh and Marie Mardesioh 
ADDENDUM NO 2 
TO· 
~~-l -296-8403 
i 
- - _ .., 
SUN BILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X J addendum [ ] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOMES REAL ESTATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreementj with a Reference D_ate of November 16, 
2004 including any or all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John & Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company, as 
Seller, regarding the property located at: 354 N Lost Creek Drive, St. George, Utah 
84770 more particularly described as Lot# 8 Woodlands PJaL (Phase) =. St. George City, 
WashingtonCounty, UTAH. ! 
I 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement: 
The purchase price is to increase from $654,899.00 to $655,721.00 due to C~nge 
Order #1 made in the amount of $822.00. i 
*** Note: An credits for payments received will be given at clqsing "'** 
To the extent the terms or°this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any_provisipns of 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall cpntrol. 
All other tenns of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers I,lOt 
modifiec). by this ADDENDUM shall remain the sum.a. 
[ X] Seller shall have until 5:00 [ ] AM [ X ] PM Mountam. Time, September ~O, 2005 
to accept the terms of this ADDENDUM m accordance with the provisions of Sdction 31 
.. QfJpe,.A.g~µ;ept .P.:~s~ ~~ ~9cp~ ;~F'..~~ .~ ~~tfo~ in ~is ADD~UW: shall 
. . . ,_ . . -- ... '. - ~-·-- . . ... ... ., . ·-· 
.,;:;t;il_,=E==,.;~~~~.1..+=--au=!~o!:!,,s~,o~:~o~ vfi'vlAJ:;t)),4A~u/.,l 9-z 1 ~os-
T [XThtifer Signature Date Time l /0:tfd P~r 
! 
ACCEPT ANCFJCOUNTEROFFER/REJECTJON • 
CHE!;K. ONE: _ / 
[ i.p.CCEPTANCE: [a,8e11er. [ 1 Buyer hereby accepts the tenns of1his ADDENDUM 
] Seller [ ] Buyer presents as a counteroffer the terms of attached j 
(Data) 
REJECTION: [ ] Seller [ ] uyer rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM 
{Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) 
(Time) j 
(Time)! 
I 
..i .. 
p.2 
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ADDENDUMNO !J:: ~ 
TO 
-· 
Pe.gc_1_of_:!_ 
SUN HILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an 0 addendum D counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOMES REAL 
ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement'') with a. Reference Date of 
November 16 , 20 04. including any or all prior addenda and 
counteroffers, between Marie Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, 
L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company, as Seller, regarding the property located 
at: Woodlands, lot 8, Sunbrook 
more particularly described as Lot #_8_ (Sunbrook Subdivision), Plat (Phase) 
_J_, St. George City, Washington County, UTAH. 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement: 
Buyer has paid $95,000 as the 20% construction deposit agreed to in the contract. 
Total paid to date Is $100,000. 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall control 
All other terms of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers not 
modified by this.ADDEND~ shall remain the same. 
[)<J Seller [ ] Buyer shall have until 5:00 [ ] AM [ ]"PM Mountain Time, 
___ _,___20 __ , to accept the terms.of this ADDENDUM in accordance with the 
pro · 10 of i>.CCI~ 31 of the Agreement. Unless so accepted, the tenns as set forth in 
[ ] Buyer [ ] Seller Signature Date Time 
CHECK.ONE: 
.~ ACCEPTANCE: [ ] Seller·[ ] Buyer hereby accepts the terms of this ADDBNDillA 
] Seller [ ] Buyer presents as a counteroffer the tenns of attached 
--/.../.-I./IJLL!,..l.!'._l.l...,~1.LK&~':::::!......!.9_..~r£~1--tJ"--"'.5'----------
(Signature) (Date) (Time) 
REJECTION: [ ] Seller [ J Buyer reject& the foregoing ADDENDUM 
(Signaillre) 
. (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
16 
Buyer Initials ____ _ Seller Initials 
-----
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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Nov 07 05 11:45p John and Marie Ma~desich 
ADDENDUM NO 4 
TO 
661-296-840:3 
SUNHILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONT.RA.CT 
I· 
This is an [ X ] addendum [ ] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOMES REAL STATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreementj with a Reference Date of No er 16, 
' 2004 including any o~ all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John: Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes. L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Co any, as 
Seller, regarcling the property located at: 354 N Lost Creek Drive, St Geo e, Utah 
84770 more particularly described as Lot# 8 Woodlands Plat (Phase)= St. Ceo' e City, 
Washington County, UTAH. 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement: 
The purchase price is to increasefrom $655,721.00 to $659,928.00 due to e 
Order:#2 made in the amount of $3,557.00 and Change Order#3 made inl amount 
of$650.00. · · 
••• Note: All credits for payments received will be given at closing ••• 
I 
To tb.e extent the terms of this ADDBNDUM.moifify or conflict with any prom~·' ns of 
the Agreement. including all prior addenda and countero:fiers, these terms shall ntrol 
All other terms of the .Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers ot 
modified by this ADDENDUM shall Temain the same. 
p.1 
[ X] Seller shall have until 5 :00 [ ] AM [ X ] PM Mountam. Thne, N~vember }s, 2005 
to apcept ~e ~ of~~is ADD'pNDUM in accordance with the provisions of Section 31 
of the Agreemenl Unless so accepted, the terms as set forth in this ADDENDU¥ shall 
~p ~,.,::12,, 11-1-os Z.'io - i ll-7-tl,r 23/4)~ 
[X} !)ler Sign Dale Time [X] er Signature Date Time 
ACCEPI'ANCE/COUNTEROFFER/RF.JECTION 
CHECK ONE: _L I 
[ ~CCEPT ANCE: [ "f:Seller [ } Buy~ hereby accepts the terms ~f this AD~BNDUM I 
[ J CO I ROFFER: [ ] Seller [ } Buyer presents as a counteroffer the tenns of attached 
ADD U ,-1t=t==--- . 
ii Ki ,:r 
(rime) · • (Slgn-etur-e)--(-D-ate-~----(Ti-1111-e)-i--
yer rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM 
(Sjgnature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (T1mc) 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
::: Dec 02 05 11~41a 
;:: 
John and Marie Mardesich SSl-296-84• :3 
{ . 
\. ,._.,! 
l./0 { 
'r. , 
·'..;...,/ 
I 
\ 
'-._,;' 
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ADDENDUM NO 5 
TO 
SUN HILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X] addend.um [] counteroffer to that SUNI-IILL HOlvIES REAL STATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement") with a Reference Date of Nove[flber 16, 
2004 including any or all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John~ Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Co any, as 
Seller, regarding the property located at: 3 54 N Lost Creek Drive, St. Geor e, Utah 
84770 more particularly described as Lot# 8 Woodlands Plat (Phase):: St. Geo' ge City, 
Washington County, UT AH. 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement: 
The purchase price is to increase from $659,928.00 to $662,903.00 due to C nge 
Order #4 made in the amount of$2,,975.00. 
"'** Note: All credits for payments received will be given at closing *"'* 
To the extent the terms oftbis ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisi ns of 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall c ntrol 
All other terms of the Agreement, incl~ding all prior addenda and counteroffers at 
modified by-this AD~ENDUM shaH~~cmain the same. ~I 
[ X] Seller shall have until 5;00 [ ] AM [ X ] PM Mountain Time, December 15, 2005 
to acceptthe terms 0 ofthis ADDENDUM,in.accordance with the.~o:yJsio~ of. S~ _ti9n 31 
oft~~ Agreement. Unless so accepted, the terms as set forth in this ADDEND, sh.all 
~~=~--~~..;;.,,I,,~"'"'-,_)..Jlc.:::'2.:....-2.=--::,:::0.:::::S"~/./w,3=.:i " -z -aS I, 3 o [X] Buyer Signature Date.. Time 
ACCEPT AN CE/COUNTEROFFER/REJECTION 
CHBCKON.t:::: 
[ t,f ACCEPTANCE: [0Seller [ ] Buyer hereby accepts the tenns of this ADDENDUM 
] Sel\er [ 1 Buyer prc:sents as a counteroffer the tem1s of attached 
(Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time} 
REJECTION: [ l Buyer rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
Received T!roe Dec. 2, 12:34PM 
p.l 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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Feb 02 as 03:4Sa John and Marie Mardesich 
Feb. I. 2006 2:19PM ••.• ~, COMMUNITIES 
ADDENDUM NOfi ~ 
TO 
661-296-8403 
No.7820 p. 3 
SUNl:tlL'L HOMES.REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CON'l'RACT 
This is nn [ X ) addendum. [ J counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOMES REAL ES 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement") with a Reference Date of Novembe 
2004, including any or all prior . .addenda ; and counteroffers, betWeen John & ie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C.,.11 Utah Limited Liability Comp y, as 
Seller, regarding the property loca1ed at 354 N. Lost Creek Drive, St. George, tah 
&4770 more particularly described as Lot #8 Woodlands Plat (Phase): St. George 
Washington County, UT AH. 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement 
The purchase price is to incmue from $659,928.0010'$662,028.00 due to Chan e 
Order made in the amount of $2, l 00,00 for additional VLl 0 border in dining, stu y & 
master bedroom. 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions f 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these.tenns shall cont 1. 
All other terms of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers not 
modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain 1he same. 
( X J Seller [ ] Buyer shall have until S :00 [ ] AM ( )C J PM Mountain Time, F ebr ary 
15, 2006, to accept. the terms of this ADDENDUM in accordance with the provision of 
Section 3 l of the Agreement Unless so accepted, the terms as set forth in this 
lpN_.DUM shall laps 
~___::::rv( c..· 
ACCEP1'ANCE/COUNTEROFF.ElVRE.mCTION 
CHEJ:KONE: 
[v"JACCEPTANO:: tvrs'ollcr [ ) Buyerhcrcbyacccptsthctcrnis ofth:is ADDENDUM 
J Sellct [ ] Buyer p.r:ei;ents as a. counteroffer thl! terms of atta.c;hc:d 
(Signaruro) · (Date) (Time) · 
REJECTION: [ ] Bl.l)'er rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Timi:.) 
Received Time Feb. 2, 4:41AM 
p.2 
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.. ...._..,,. 
·-·' ADD:ENlitr.M NO.$' TO . 
.SUN Hll,L HOMES ·rutAL·EST-A'l"E'PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X J addendum [ ) counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOMES REAL ES ATE' 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement") with a .Reference Pate of Novemb 16, 
2004. inclucµng any or all prior addenda and collllt.eroffers, between John & arie 
Mardesich as :Buyer(s) and Sun Bill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Comp y I es 
Seller, regarding the property located at 354 N. Lost Creek. Drive, St George, Utah 
84770, more particolarly described as Lot ##8 Woodlands, Plat {Pha:so):. St. Gc:orgc City, 
Washington County, UTAH. 
The following is hereby incoq,orated as part o:f the Agreement: 
The purchase price is 10 increase from $66~028.00 to J:6M,643.00 due to Chan e · 
Order made in the amount of $2.615.00 for additional concrete. 
To tbe extentihe temis of this ADDENDUM modify OT conflict with any provisio 
the Agreement, including all prior-addenda and counteroffers, 'these tellllS shall con ol. 
. All oth~tcrms of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and comneroffe,:s not 
modified. by this ADDENDUM sha11 remain the same. 
[ :X:] Seller [ ] Buyer shall he.ve until 5:00 [ ] AM IX J PM Mountain Time, Feb ary 
l S, 2006, to accept tbc ter.m~ of''tb.is ADDENDUM in accordance with '!ne provision of 
Section 31 of the Agreement. Unless .so accepted, the tenns as set forth in this 
p. l::: 
ENDUM s a~~ · //. 
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ADDENDUM No{ cf 
TO 
SUN HILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X J addendum [ ] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOlv.1ES REAL STATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement") with a Reference Date of Nove ber 16, 
2004 including a-p.y or all prior addenda· and countero:fiers, between John Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Co peny. as 
Seller, regarding the property located at: 354 N Lost Creek Drive, St. Geo e, Utah 
84770 more particularly descn"bed as Lot# 8 Woodlands PJat (Phase).= St. G rge City, 
Washingtop. County, UTAH. 
1he following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreeme~: 
The purchase price is to in.crease from $664,643.00 to $676228.00 due to C ge 
Order #6 made in the amount of$11,585.00. 
*""" Note: All credits for payments received will be given at closing *** 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisi ns of 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall c ntrol. 
All other terms of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers ot 
modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. 
[-XJ-Sellenhall have lllitil'S:00 '[ ] AM·[ X ] PM Mountain Time,:February 2j, 2006 
to accept the terms of this ADDENDUM in accordance with the provisions of S!ttion 31 
of the Agreement. Unless so accepted, the terms as set forth in this ADDENDUM shall 
lase. ~ , ~ '"JY'?/JA u11J6, 2 -1 3 • 0 G, lo: t/ SM ;:::...p.!-1!,1..1.W.'.,Ll.-!!d!::".~!=:Sc:~~==.i:::.<..=~~ [DuyerSijoaDate Time [ B 1yer Signature Date 
ACCEPTANCE/COUNTEROFFER/REJECTION 
CHECK ONE: 
( -1°'.ACCEPTANCE: [qSeller [ ] Buyer hereby accepts the terms of this ADDENDUM 
[ ] COUNTEROFFER: [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer present:; as a counteroffer the teans of attached 
ADD UM 
(Date) 
REJECTION: [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer rejects the foregoing ADDENDUM 
R e c e i v e d T i Ill e F e b , I 3 , 11 : 3 7 AM 
(Sip;nature) (Date) (Time) CSilltl&Lure) rDete) 
(Time) 
(Time) 
p. 1 
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ADDENDUM NO)" 
TO 
SUN HILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This 1s an f X ] addendum [ ] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HO.MES REAL ES A TE 
PURCHASE CONTRA.CT ("the Agreement'') with a Reference Date ofNovemb r 16, 
2004, including any or all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John & arie 
Mardesich as Buyet(s) and Sun Hill Homes, LC., a Utah Limited Liability Comp , as 
Sellex, regarding the propeny located at: 354 N. Lost Creek Drive, St. George, Utah · 
84770, more particulady described as Lot f/8 Woodlands (Cottonwood) Plat (P se) ~ 
SL George City, Washington County. trrAH. 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement: 
The purchase price is to increase from $676,228.00 to $676,821.00 due to Ligb 'ng 
Overage made in the amount of$593.00. 
• ""''Note: All credits for payments Iet,Ch,ed will be given Bl closiag. ••• 
To the extent the tenns of 1his ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisio 
the Agree:mer,t, i.no1uding all prior addenda. and oountetoffers, 'these 'lemis shall C()n 
All otbertenns of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and co11nteroffers not 
modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain 1he same. 
[ X] Seller [ ] Buyer shall have until .iill.!t [ JAM [ x· J PM Moun1ain Time. M h 10, 
2006, to accept the tenns of 1his ADDENDUM in aocordance with tbe provisions o 
Section 31 of the Agreement Unless eo .accepted, th; temJs as set forth in this 
ADBB:1\1. g. UM,sb Uanse..-. ~ 
ACQ:PT.ANCFJCOUNTEROFF.ER/REJECTION 
CtIDJ;K ONE; / 
[ "':l'ACCEPTANCE; [ q'Seller [ J Buyer hereby acceplS the, tenus offhis ADDl:JIIDUM 
J Setler { J Buyer presents as a counteroffer the terms of attached. 
(Signarure) (Date.,) 
(.Date) 
uyer rcjc11ts the foragoing ADDENDUM 
(Time) (Signarure) (Date) 
Received Time Mar, 3, 3:35PM · 
(rune) 
(Time) 
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ADDENDUM NO 10 
TO 
SUN HILL HOMES REAL ·ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X] addendum [] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HO:MES REAL ESTATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement") with a Reference Date of November 16, 
2004 including any or all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John & Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Company, as 
Seller, regarding the property located at: 354 .N. Lost Creek Drive, St. George, Utah 
84 770 more particularly described as Lot #8 Woodlands Plat (Phase) = St. George City, 
Washington County, UTAH. 
The following is· hereby incorporated as part of the Agreement: 
This addendum is to clarify and correct a mathematical error made due to the 
duplicate numbering of Addendum "#5~' made on February 1, 2006 which then threw 
off the rest of the Addendum Numberings and Totals. The purchase price should 
have increased from the previous addendum dated on December 2=- 2005 correctly 
numbered Addendum #5. To clarify a list of all change orders should be the · 
following: 
Purchase Price 
Original Option Changes 
Change Order #1 
Change Order #2 
ci....,..,...,.,e Order #3 
·d:;:~· erder·#4 
Change Order #5 
Change Order #6 
Change Order #7 
Lighting Overages 
Change Order#8 (Credit) 
To date Purchase Price: 
$478,900.00 
$175,999.00 
$ 822.00 
$ 3,557.00 
650.00 
$ 2:·~r1foo 
$ 2,100.00 
$ 2,615.00 
$ 11,585.00 
$ 593.00 
($ 1,229.00) 
$678,567.00 
***Note: To date, the Mardesich's have paid $5,000.00 in Eamest Money and 
$95,000.00 in deposits. This money will be credited to the Mardesicb.'s at closing*** 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of · 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall control. 
All other terms of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers not 
modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. 
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Addemlwn #10 (Continued) 
ACCE.PrANCE/CO'VNTEROPFER/REJECl'IDN 
CHECKONE: / 
[vf/t.CC&nANCE: [,-,fSeller l J Buyer bareby accepts the Imus offiiis ADDENDUM 
(Signatun:) (D11\e) 
(Daw) 
er rejects tho foregoing ADDENDUM 
(Time) (Signature) (Date) 
Received Time Mar, 7, 11:28AM 
(Time) 
(Time) 
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ADDENDUM NO 11 
·· ·· ·To 
SUN.HILL HOMES REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This is an [ X ] addendum [ ] counteroffer to that SUN HILL HOMES REAL STATE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT (''the Agreement'')· with a Reference Date of Nove her l6, 
2004 inclu~g any or all prior addenda and counteroffers, between John Marie 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) a,nd Sun Hill Homes, L. C., a Utah Limited Lia.bllity Co any, as 
Seller, regarding the property located at: 354 N. Lost Creek Drive., St. Geor e, Utah 
84770 more·partioularly described.as Lot #8 Woodlands Plat (Phase) = St. Geo ge City, 
WashJngton County, ·UT AH. 
The fullowing is hereby incorporated a& part of the Agreements 
The pmohaseprioe is to l11creasejrom $678,567.00to $678,821.00 due to Cb e 
Order In the amount of$254;oo. 
+++Note: To date, the M.ardesich's have paid $5,000.00 in Earnest Money and 
$95,000.00 in deposits. This money wm be credited to ~e Mardesich" s at clo 
To the extent the te.rms of this ADDENDUM modify or confliat with any provisi ns of 
the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall c ntrol. 
All other terms of the Agreement, including all prior addenda and counteroffers t · 
-~~.1'Y-~.APP.~JJ¥sJla!l,:i;~.~ ~~-
[ X] Seller [ ] Buyer sba.ll·have until 2.i.W2.. [ ] AM [ X ] PM Mounta.m Tim=~ il 15, 
2006 to accept the terms of this ADDENDUM in accordance with t~ provisions of 
Section 31 of the Agreement. Unless so accepted, tbe terms as set forth in this 
END s 11 se, -f-1/--ck 
ZEPT.4.NCE/C0UN'X'EROli'FEB/R.EJECTI0N C~ONB: 
['1'.ACCEPI'ANCE: [ er [ ] Buyarherebyac:cepts the terms oflhisADPBNDUM 
[ ] COUNTEROFFER: [ J Seller [ J Buyer presents aa a eountoroffcr the tenns of attached 
AD~DUJY.l,'{~Q--. 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) 
) Buyer rejects the furegoin_g ADDENDUM 
, oLSa'1>t 
(Signature) (Date) (Timei) (Signature) (Datcf ---·-· tTimof· ·- -·- --- · ··· ···· 
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ADDENDUM NO 12 
TO 
· · SUN RILL·B:oMES·REA:L ·ESTATE·:fURCHASE CON-lll.t\CT 
This ls an [ X] addendum[] counteroffer to that SUN IDLL HOMES REAL ESTf-TE 
PURCHASE CONTRACT ("the Agreement'') with a Reference Date of November 16, 
2004 including any or all prior addend.a and oountc:roffcz:s, betw,:en John Ir, ~e 
Mardesich as Buyer(s) and Sun Hill Homes, L.C., a Utah Limited Liability Companr, as 
Seller, regarding the property l,ocated at: 354 N. Lost Creek Drlve, St. George, rmb. 
84770 more particularly described as Lot #8 Wooqbinds PJat (Pbase): St George i,ty, 
Wasbingt:o.n County, UTAH · 
The following is hereby incorporated as part of the Agi:eement: l 
The purchase price is to increase from $678,821.00 to $680,024.00 due to Chan 
-Order #10 in the amount of $1,203.00. 
"'*"'Note: To date. the Mmicsich's have paid $5,000.00 in Earnest Money and 
$951000.OD in depoohs. This money will be credited 10 the·Mardesich's at closing• • 
To the extent the terms of 'this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions f 
r.tw Agremmmt, ioo!uding all prior addenda and coW1tcroffcn1, these iexms shall con l 
All other terms of the Agreement., including all. prior addend.a. and counteroffers not 
modliied by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. 
[.X] Seller_[ J.Buyer.shallhav.e.until.Si00, l .] AM,[X.] PMM~ J'imc1 A,pd l5, 
2006 to accept the tenns of ibis ADDENDUM in accordance with the pro::i· · ons of 
·Section 31 of the Agreement. Unless so eccepted, tbe 1enns as set forth iD. this 
. ~ ~ " /NA.,, .. . 
"'> oS-15'-oC. i.,Me J 5:,1,S"-o~ ~ B~Dldz: Time ~ ~=- Signature Date Tune I 
(Signature) (Date) 
(Date) 
Buyer n:joou the f~ing ADPENDUM 
(Si.gna~) (Date) 
Received Time MaY, 15, 2:43PM 
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3 sir? 
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A. 
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Yes. 
THE COURT: When approximately was this photo taken, 
THE WITNESS: This was about -- I would say 
5 approximately November of 2004. 
6 
7 
8 
9 back line 
10 riverbed? 
11 
12 
THE COURT: Okay, so pre-2005 flood year? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. Now does the actual lot line itself --
of the lot -- lie over the embankment and down into the 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. How much distance from the lot line 
13 to the top of the embankment from the riverbed? 
14 THE WITNESS: Well, where -- when this picture was 
15 taken, I would say it was approximately 30 feet. 
16 THE COURT: Okay. How much after the flooding and the 
17 riprap was put in and all of that remediation was done, what's 
18 the distance now? 
19 THE WITNESS: The distance now is approximately 9. 
20 THE COURT: Okay. So you gained as a result of the 
21 remediation some additional we'll call it flat ground above 
2 2 the riverbed? 
23 
24 
25 Q. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead, Counsel. 
BY MR. SPENDLOVE: If you'll turn to Exhibit 4, do you 
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recognize those? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. The top picture is a picture I took in July of 2005 when 
they began to form the pad or the concrete pad for my home. 
Q. The lower one? 
A. The lower picture is -- was taken a few months after 
that. It's the backyard of lot -- my lot, lot 8. 
Q. So the house that's under construction there, that's 
your house, correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do these pictures fairly and accurately reflect the 
state of your house and the yard at the time they were taken? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If you'll look at the lower picture, a little difficult 
to see, but if you look there next to the doorway, there's a 
board sticking out from the house. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know who put those boards there? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Why did you put those boards there? 
A. Those boards were laid out for a plan -- future plan to 
construct a patio cover. 
··- - -- - ------- --- --- ----•---·--·-·----- ------··-·--· ----·-------------·-·--·-···-- -··--- --··-------- ~-~--
' 
24 
25 
Q. 
A. 
Do you know how long those boards are? 
Those are eight foot studs. 
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1 Q. Again, a little difficult to see. I'll see if I can 
2 blow it up, but those boards, when you placed them there, they 
3 extended out to the edge of the level portion of your lot; is 
4 that correct? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
THE COURT: And to the edge of the shadow, Counsel. 
It's a remarkable juxtaposition. 
Q. BY MR. SPENDLOVE: You took a number of photographs in 
9 regards to the area of your backyard, correct? 
10 
11 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
Did you ever have any discussions with anyone at Sunhill 
12 regarding this photograph or other photographs relating to the 
13 placement of boards in your backyard? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Yes. 
Who did you speak with? 
Roger Stratford. 
What was the nature of those discussions? 
I was concerned about the placement of the house on the 
19 pad, and that the -- one corner of the house, which is depicted 
20 in the lower picture of this exhibit, that it was very close to 
21 the embankment. 
22 Q. Why was that a concern to you? 
23 A. It was a concern to me because of the flood that 1,----- - ----- - -----------------~ , · 24 occurred in 2005, and it made me nervous that the foundation of 
25 the house was approximately 14 feet from the embankment. 
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Q. During those discussions you had -- at least one 
discussion you had with Roger Stratford, did he do anything to 
alleviate your concerns? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he say? 
A. He told me not to worry about it, that the pad was going 
to be enlarged. 
THE COURT: When you say pad, you mean the flat building 
surface of the lot? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. Did that happen in you gaining the 
12 extra footage at the back of the lot? 
13 
14 
15 Q. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
BY MR. SPENDLOVE: Just to follow up with that -- the 
16 Judge on that, did you have a later discussion with Roger 
17 Stratford in regards to that -- what you've referred to as the 
18 pad being enlarged? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did that conversation occur? 
A. That occurred sometime in 2005, probably spring of 2005. 
I went into the sales office to speak with the designer. Roger 
23 saw me, asked me to step in his office, and he asked me how I 
-,-:,·· --- -- -··- -·- ·-· - ·-·-- ----·--------- -·· 
24 liked -- how they had enlarged my pad. I said it looks great . 
. 25 Q. Did you ever have any discussion after entering into the 
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1 REP-C with Roger in regards to the construction of a swimming 
2 pool? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did that occur? 
A. If I understand your question, was that -- you mean 
after this conversation or at any time? 
Q. At any time. 
A. Well, yes. We had conversations with Roger almost from 
the beginning in regards to building a swimming pool on that lot. 
Q. After you testified that you had this -- the enlargement 
11 of your pad or I'll call it your backyard so we're more clear on 
12 definitions, did you have discussions with Roger Stratford after 
13 the enlargement of your backyard regarding a swimming pool? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the nature of those conversations? 
A. Well, the just to confirm that we -- that we 
were going to have a plan drawn up and that the plan would be 
submitted, and -- to him and the architectural control committee, 
and that it was large enough to construct a pool on. 
MR. SPENDLOVE: Your Honor, I'd like to submit Exhibits 
2, 3 and 4 to the Court. 
THE COURT: Any objection to those, Counsel? 
MR. BERRETT: No. 
--·-----------~ I' 24 MR. DUNN: No, your Honor. 
25 THE COURT: Counsel, let's go through the exhibits, all 
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1 that we have now that go from 5 until 25. Are there any 
2 objections to the exhibits as prepared in the binder, No. 5 
3 through 25, or can they be all stipulated to come in now? 
4 MR. BERRETT: Judge, we're fine with all of them except 
5 we've got a couple concerns that I could bring up. One, as to 
6 Exhibit 15, it's a docum0nt which is entitled at the top, 
7 "Anthony" --
8 
9 
THE COURT: Brothers Pool? 
MR. BERRETT: Yeah. That's a document that was prepared 
10 by the plaintiff, and that's his cost breakdown from his 
11 analysis. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. BERRETT: We're fine with it coming in as long as 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
you understand --
THE COURT: That it's not produced by Anthony Brothers. 
MR. BERRETT: Right. 
THE COURT: Okay, Counsel. 
MR. BERRETT: It is a little confusing. 
THE COURT: All right. That's fine with No. 15. What 
2 0 other one do you want to po:i.nt out, Mr. Berrett? 
21 MR. BERRETT: As to No. 17, which is a document 
22 entitled, "Cutting Edge, Incorporated," it's a document which the 
23 plaintiff apparently obtained from Cutting Edge Incorporated 
·------·---- -----·- -------·---·--·-•----
24 dealing with repairs or anticipated costs to fix the pool. Some 
25 of the language in there is an opinion as to causation, as to 
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1 what caused the pool problem. 
2 THE COURT: I could receive the document without having 
3 to take any weight to the opinion at all. That's my job, right? 
4 MR. BERRETT: That's true. 
5 THE COURT: Okay. So No. 17 can come in with that 
6 admonition. Anything else, Counsel? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
exhibits 
MR. BERRETT: No, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Dunn, from your standpoint can the 
come in? 
MR. DUNN: I have really no objection, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. The exhibits then No. 1 through 
12 27 are all received, and No. 28 is already in. That's the AGEC 
13 report. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
COURT CLERK: That's No. 27. 
MR. SPENDLOVE: Number 27, correct. 
THE COURT: Oh, No. 27 is AGEC. 
MR. SPENDLOVE: And No. 26 was Ms. Campbell's affidavit. 
THE COURT: Number 26 was the affidavit. We've already 
19 got that in, so now all those exhibits are in and we can get back 
20 to the nitty gritty. 
21 
22 
(Exhibit Nos. 2, 3, 5 through 25 received into evidence) 
MR. SPENDLOVE: Thank you, your Honor. It will make it 
23 go a little bit faster here. 
24 
25 
Q. 
A. 
------ ------·----------- -----··--- - ------- ---- - ---·- --- -· 
BY MR. SPENDLOVE: If you could look at Exhibit 5? 
Yes. 
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Q. It's a letter from Sunbrook Communities signed by Roger 
Stratford in November of -2005? 
A, Yes. 
Q. Would this have been the first time you sought approval 
from Sunbrook Communities and Roger Stratford regarding the 
6 construction of a pool? 
7 A. It was not tho first time I spoke to Roger as far as the 
8 construction of a pool. This was approval from the architectural 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
control committee concerning the fencing for the pool. 
Q. Both Roger Stratford and Sunbrook Communities were aware 
of your desire to build a pool? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Beginning that time. Looking now at Exhibit 6, you 
14 recognize those? 
15 
16 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
The color one's on the screen. These have been 
17 accepted, but can you just explain for us what is depicted in 
18 these pictures? 
19 A. These are pictures I took after the flood had occurred, 
20 and the construction from the Army Corps of Engineers when they 
21 were working in the wash area, building riprap along the river 
22 bank, and the clearing of the back of the lot. 
23 Q. In those pictures it's hard to see on,there down in the 
--- ---------------·-·------·----·-··------ ------ -----------·-•----
24 right hand corner there's a date of February 3rd , 2006. Would 
25 that be your recollection as to the time these pictures were 
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Yes. 
You took these pictures? 
Yes, I did. 
THE COURT: I'm presuming that the top picture there is 
6 the back of the home as it appeared at the time in February when 
7 you took it? 
8 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
9 THE COURT: Okay. 
10 Q. BY MR. SPENDLOVE: I'll have you look at Exhibit 7. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Do you recognize that? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. I'll kind of blow up -- it's in the right hand corner of 
15 your -- the top right hand corner of the exhibit on the paper if 
16 that's easier to read. It is a little small. This is a grading 
17 plan for the subdivision. It says on the right hand side, '"fhe 
18 Point at Sunbrook," It's your understanding that that's now the 
19 Woodlands, correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. If we look kind of what I have blown up here on the 
22 screen, that No. 8, that's your lot, correct, lot 8? 
23 A. Yes. 
~ -T ~- . 2 4 . Q. Let me back up at that right hand co:~e;. That_l_o_o_k_s_ --------- -----·-- .. 
25 like a cross section of the subdivision. 
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A. Yes. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Q. Where it says Lost Creek Drive, that's the street you're 
located on, correctly -- correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Then it has a pad area. You see that level section that 
6 says pad? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Then it starts to slope down, and there's a little note 
9 with an arrow that says 25 foot building limits line. Do you see 
10 that? 
11 
12 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
At the time you purchased your lot in those -- in the 
13 previous pictures where the boards were out, do you know if your 
14 lot complied with this grading plan? 
15 MR. DUNN: Objection, your Honor. I don''t -- I believe 
16 that calls for an expert opinion. 
1 7 THE COURT: I don't think so, Counsel. It's just a 
18 matter of measurement and looking at -- from your observations 
19 when you purchased the lot in 2004, did it seem to comply with 
20 this general (inaudible) plan, sir? 
21 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
22 THE COURT: Okay. 
23 Q. BY MR. SPENDLOVE: After the discussion you with Roger 
I r . 24 Stratford regarding increasing the backyard area of your lot, 
25 that was then increased in -- sometime prior to February of 2006. 
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Did the slope for your lot begin more than -- or let me back up 
and ask it the other way around so it will make more sense. I 
3 believe earlier you testified that the slope was now rather than 
4 25 feet or more from the edge of your lot line, it's now only 9, 
5 correct? 
6 
7 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
Were you involved in any way, other than the discussions 
8 you've had with Roger Stratford, in placing that additional 
9 material in your backyard? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
Were you ever given or provided a copy of a separate 
grading plan? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know if a grading plan was created for lot 8 
which accurately reflects how it was eventually constructed? 
A. I've never seen one. 
Q. During your discussion with Roger Stratford where he 
informed you that -- or asked you regarding the changes to the 
19 backyard on lot 8, did you have any discussion with him at that 
20 time regarding the soils that were placed on lot 8? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. No. 
Q. Did you discuss with Roger Stratford at that time your 
intended use for the newly enlargened portion of lot.B? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the nature of that discussion? 
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A. Originally we were planning on putting in an infinity 
edge pool. When the lot was enlarged, there was not a need to 
3 put an infinity edge pool in. We now had a larger area that we 
4 could place the pool on, and so we opted not to proceed with 
5 doing an infinity edge along the -- which would place the back 
6 part of the pool on the embankment or slope. 
7 THE COURT: Mr. Mardesich, we probably ought to define 
8 infinity edge pool in case some appellate court looks at what you 
9 and I know about an infinity edge pool. I would describe an 
10 infinity edge pool as a swimming pool where if you stand on one 
11 side of it, the opposite side of the pool itself is simply the 
12 surface of the water. It -- trailing down off over a small 
13 waterfall into a catch facility of some kind so that the view off 
14 the opposite side of the infinity edge is just looking across the 
15 surface of the water as through you were looking on the upriver 
16 side of Niagara Falls, the effect being a much smaller scale. 
17 You were thinking of doing that because the lot was not as deep 
18 when you first built the house, but after the floods and the 
19 remediation it was deep enough that you could have a regular edge 
20 on the far side. Have I got that correct? 
21 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
22 THE COURT: Counsel, is that an adequate description of 
23 what an infinity edge he and I are speaking exactly and 
24 understanding what we're talking about, but anybody want to make 
25 any other record about that definition? 
I ~ 
' 
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1 MR. SPENDLOVE: No, your Honor. I thought that was 
2 better than I could have done. 
3 
4 Q. 
THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead, then, Mr. Spendlove. 
BY MR. SPENDLOVE: At that time when you had these 
5 discussions with Roger Stratford about changing from an infinity 
6 edge pool to a normal pool, did he have -- did he discuss 
7 anything with you regarding the soils? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. No. 
Q. Did he ever -- at that time -- let's start at that time. 
At that time did he inform you of the need for you to retain an 
engineer to build a swimming pool? 
A. No. 
Q. Did he ever voice any concerns to you in regards to the 
14 newly added soil in your backyard not being compatible for the 
15 construction of a swimming pool? 
16 
17 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
So after that discussion with Roger Stratford, was it 
18 your understanding that the entire level portion of your yard 
19 would be able to be used as buildable area for backyard 
20 
21 
22 
improvements? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did anyone from Sunhill ever discuss the grading plan 
23 which is Exhibit 7 with you? 
24 
25 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
Did anyone from Sunhill ever explain to you that the 
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This matter was tried before the Court on December 2, 2013 through December 3, 2013. 
On December 3, 2013, the Court ruled from the bench in this matter, and the Court having fully 
reviewed the evidence and law pertaining to this matter, sets out its ruling as follows: 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Sun Hill was the developer and promoter of certain properties within the 
Sunbrook Communities, located in Washington County, Utah. 
2. On or about July 31, 2003, Rosenberg Associates provided a Geotechnical 
Investigation for Sun Hill Homes for the property that would come to be known as the 
Pointe at Sunbrook which is also known as the Woodlands at Sunbrook, the subdivision 
where the Plaintiffs Lot 8 is located. 
3. In addition to the Geotechnical Investigation, Rosenberg Associates prepared a 
Grading Plan for the Pointe at Sunbrook which is also known as the Woodlands at 
Sunbrook, the subdivision where the Plaintifrs Lot 8 is located. 
4. Prior to entering into the REPC, Sun Hill, retained Applied Geotechnical 
Engineering Consultants, Inc., (hereinafter "AGEC") to perform various tests and 
evaluations on Lots 1-3 and 5-17 in the Woodlands Subdivision, which resulted in a 
September 21, 2004 AGEC Geotechnical Investigation. 
5. On or about December 4, 2004, Plaintiff entered into a Real Estate Purchase 
Contract for Construction (hereinafter "REPC") with Sun Hill with regard to the property which 
is the subject of this litigation (hereinafter "Property" or "Lot 8"). 
6. The REPC, dated November 16, 2004, was signed by Marie Mardesich, who was 
defined in the REPC as "Buyer". 
7. John and Marie Mardesich signed twelve (12) addenda to the REPC from 
September 12, 2005 to May 15, 2006. 
8. On or about May 16, 2006, Plaintiff and Sun Hill "closed" on the sale of the 
Property and Sun Hill conveyed the Property to Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant by Special 
Warranty Deed (hereinafter "Warranty Deed") which was recorded on or about June 6, 2006. 
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9. After the property had been deeded to Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendant by Sun 
Hill, Plaintiff hired Anthony Bros. to construct a pool in the backyard of Lot 8 at the Woodlands. 
10. After June 6, 2006, Plaintiff contracted with Defendant Anthony Bros. 
Construction to construct a pool at the Property conveyed to it by Sun Hill (hereinafter "Pool"). 
11. Plaintiff never had a contract with Sun Hill for Sun Hill to construct the Pool. 
12. Sun Hill did not construct the Pool and the Pool was constructed at the Property 
after Plaintiff accepted title to the Property. 
13. Defendant Anthony Bros Construction applied for and received a building permit 
for the Pool from the City of St. George on or about September 1, 2006. 
14. Anthony Bros dug and excavated the hole for the Pool before commencing the 
construction or the installation of the Pool. 
15. 
16. 
The pool and spa experienced significant differential settlement after construction. 
Plaintiff Jolm Mardesich had a copy of the soils report and offered it to Anthony 
Brothers Construction. 
17. Anthony Brothers Construction did not accept the copy of the soils report and at 
that time was placed on notice of potential soils issues. 
18. During the construction of the pool, while the rebar was being placed in the pool 
prior to the application of gunite, Jared Hanlcs of AGEC noticed the construction of the 
swimming pool and went to Anthony Brothers Construction and disclosed potential soils 
conditions. 
19. Plaintiff John Mardesich did not state to Anthony Brothers that the state of the lot 
was pool ready. 
20. The action against Anthony Brothers was initiated within the one year time frame 
provided by the pool contract, and in addition, such time frame is contrary to public policy. 
21. The industry standard and construction of swimming pools and spas is a one inch 
differential in elevation from one side of the pool or spa to the other. 
22. The swimming pool at the Mardesich home is out of level by approximate 1.2 inches, 
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and has the potential for additional movement. 
23. The spa is clearly out of the one inch standard and has a differential elevation of 1.9 
inches. 
24. John Mardesich did attempt to contact Anthony Brothers approximately sixty times 
without response relating to the swimming pool, creek and spa. As a result of Mr. Mardesich's 
attempts to contaoct Anthony Brothers with no response, the statute of limitations in the contract 
was tolled. 
25. Exhibit 1 presented at trial the Real Estate Purchas Contract for construction is the 
agreement between Plaintiffs and Defendant Sun Hill Homes. 
26. Exhibit 29 as presented at trial is not a part of the contract as it includes a signature 
line but contains no signature. 
27. At the time Lot 8 was subdivided, it was prepared and graded according to the 
grading plan prepared by Rosenberg Associates. 
28. In 2005, the expectations as contracted by the parties were changed as a result of 
external forces, and Defendant Sun Hill was required to adapt to the changes and had a right to 
change the grading of Lot 8. 
29. Defendant Sun Hill Homes reasonably used the services provided by NRSC to make 
changes to the grading of Lot 8. 
30. As a result of the changes made by NRSC the buildable area of Lot 8 was 
substantially increased and every linear foot of soil added to Lot 8 required that approximately 
27 yards of soil be added to Lot 8. 
31. Exhibit 6, as presented at trial, demonstrates the placement of the riprap and 
additional soil on Lot 8. 
32. The changes to the grading plan and the placement of additional soil on Lot 8 
occurred while Lot 8 was under the control of Sun Hill Homes. 
33. Defendant Sun Hill Homes was aware, through its agents, Roseanne Campbell and 
Roger Stratford of Plaintiffs' intention to build a swimming pool in the backyard of Lot 8. 
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34. While the original plans for the swimming pool had contemplated an infinity pool, 
the additional soil added to Lot 8 while under the control of Sun Hill Homes resulted in changed 
plans for the swimming pool. 
35. The decision to change the style of the swimming pool built was a result of the 
changed grading of Lot 8 and was reasonable. 
36. After the change in grading to Lot 8, Sun Hill Homes took no action to investigate 
the effect the changed grading had on the suitability of the Lot for the construction of a 
swimming pool. 
3 7. The REPC poses a duty on Sun Hill Homes to investigate the suitability of the soil 
added to Lot 8 for its intended use as a buildable Jot for the construction of a swimming pool. 
38. The risk of loss associated with the placement of as much as fifteen feet of additional 
soil on Lot 8 was left unaddressed by the parties. 
39. Where there is no express understanding as to the changed circumstances, the risk 
associated with the placement of the additional soil is placed in the hands of Sun Hill Homes. 
Based upon the findings and conclusions above; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff John Mardesich and third-party defendant 
Marie Mardesich are hereby awarded judgment, which judgment shall be joint and several, 
against the defendants Anthony Brothers Construction and Sun Hill Homes in the amount of 
$179,000.00 plus interest in the amount of $60,320.55 which is calculated at a rate often percent 
(10%) from date of filing the Amended Complaint which was July 22, 2010, through the date of 
judgment of December 3, 2013, plus attorney's fees as allowed by contract in the amount of 
$64,953.03, for a total of $303,913.58. In addition, the judgment amount of $303,913.58 shall 
continue to accrue post-judgment interest at the rate of 2.13 percent. 
DA1ED this __ day of March, 2014. 
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IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR 1.,.. 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
JOHN MARDESICH, an individual, 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
ANTHONY BROS. CONSTRUCTION, a 
Utah corporation, dba A."NTHONY BROS. 
POOL & SPA; SUN HILL HOMES, LC., 
and JOHN DOES 1-X, 
Defendants/Counterclaimant . 
. ANTHONY BROS. CONSTRUCTION, a 
Utah corporation, dba ANTHONY BROS. 
POOL&SPA, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MARIE MARDESICH, 
Third-Party Defendant. 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING 
SUN HILL HOMES, L.C. ,s MOTION 
FORANEWTRIAL 
Case No. 080502342 
Judge G. Michael Westfall 
On March 17, 2014, Judge Shumate signed the Findings, Conclusions and Judgment 
("Judgment") for this case, which was tried before him on December 2 and 3, 2013. On March 
28, Defendant Sun Hill Homes, LC ("Sun.Hill") filed a motion to vacate the Judgment, a motion 
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for a new trial, and a motion to stay execution of the Judgment, as well as a memorandum 
supporting each motion. On April 11, Plaintiff John Mardesich and Third Party Defendant Marie 
Mardesich filed memoranda opposing these motions.' On April 22, Defendant filed a reply in 
support of the motion for a new trial, and asked that all three motions be submitted for decision 
(no reply was filed for either of the other motions). On August 1, Sun Hill posted a supersedeas 
bond, which, by stipulation of the parties, resolves the motion for a stay. On August 19, the court 
heard oral argument on the other two motions, verbally denied the motion to vacate, and took 
under advisement the motion for new trial ("Motion"). 
ANALYSIS 
I. Successor Judge's Authority to Overrule Trial Judge Under Rule 59 
Toe Motion is premised on the grounds that the Judgment is contrary to law and 
wisupported by sufficient evidence. The court's fust concern, as ex.pressed at the hearing on 
August 19, is its authority to essentially reverse Judge Shumate based on an alleged error oflaw. 
Rule 59 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in pertinent part: 
(a) Grounds. Subject to the provisions of Rule 61, a new trial may be granted to 
all or any of the parties and on all or part of the issues, for any of the following 
causes; provided, however, that on a motion for a new trial in an action tried 
without a jury. the court may open the judgment if one has been entered, take 
additional testimony, amend :findings of fact and conclusions of law or make new 
1 "Plaintiffs' Response Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Sun Hills fsicl Motion 
for a New Trial" is referred to herein as "Opp to Motion." 
2 
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findings and conclusions, and direct the entry of a new judgment: 
(a)(6) Insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or other decision, or that 
it is against law. 
(a)(7) Error in law. 
Clearly, a mistake oflaw may be raised via a motion for a new trial. Subdivision (a)(7) 
explicitly identifies this as a ground for relief under the rule, and the appellate courts have 
repeatedly so indicated. See, e...:&, Richards v. Siddoway. 24 Utah 2d 314,317,471 P.2d 143, 145 
(1970) (recognizing that nonclerical error resulting 'from the failure of the judge lo follow the 
written agreement" could "be corrected by a timely motion for a new trial," among other things); 
AFCC Ltd. v. Kabler, 2012 UT App 124, 13,278 P.3d 1070, 1071 ('~[A]n appeal or motion for 
new trial, rather than a [Rule] 60(b) motion, is the proper avenue to redress mistakes of law 
committed by the trial judge, as distinguished from clerical mistakes caused by inadvertence ... 
. ") (quoting Franklin Covev Client Sales, Inc. v. Melvin, 2000 UT App 110, ~ 21, 2 P.3d 451) 
( other citation omitted). The rule is no different where a motion for a new trial is presented to a 
successor of the judge who sat at the trial. See Interlake Distributors. Inc. v. Old Mill Towne, 954 
P.2d 1295, 1300 (Utah Ct. App. 1998) ("[W]hen Judge Schofield took over this case from Judge 
BWTiingham, Judge Schofield had the authority to grant a new trial on the basis of legal error."). 
The court sees no reason to conclude that an "insufficiency of the evidence" claim under rule 59 
should be treated any differently. Accordingly, the court considers the mistakes of law and 
3 
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insufficiency of evidence claims asserted here. 
II. Claimed Errors of Law 
A. Paro] evidence and existence of duty 
Sun Hill challenges Judge Shumate•s conclusion that "[t]he REPC poses [sic] a duty on 
Sun Hill Homes to investigate the suitability of the soil added to Lot 8 for its intended use as a 
buildable lot for the construction of a swimming pool." Judgment, ,r 37. Sun Hill argues that such 
a duty could only be found by violating the parol evidence rule. 
Sun Hill quotes the following case excerpts relating to the parol evidence rule: "Parol 
evidence is inadmissible to vary, alter, control, or contradict the terms of a written instrument, in 
an action founded upon such writing, between the parties or privies thereto." Garrett v. Ellisog, 
93 Utah 184, 72 P .2d 449, 451 (193 7). 
Thus, if a contract is integrated, parol evidence is admissible only to clarify 
ambiguous tenns; it is "not admissible to vary or contradict the clear and 
unambiguous terms of the contract." The application of the parol evidence rule is 
therefore a two-step process: "First, the court must determine whether the 
agreement is integrated. If the court finds the agreement is integrated, then parol 
evidence may be admitted only if the court makes a subsequent determination that 
the language of the agreement is ambiguous." 
We have defined an integrated agreement as "'a writing or writings constituting a 
final expression of one or more terms of an agreement."' To determine whether a 
writing is an integration, a court must determine whether the parties adopted the 
writing "as the final and complete expression of their bargain." 
Tangren Family Trust v. Tangreg. 2008 UT 20, ,i~ 11-12, 182 P .3d 326, 330 (footnoLes and 
4 
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emphasis omitted). 
Sun Hill asserts that its contract with Plaintiffs ("REPC")2 is "fully integrated,U1 and does 
not place any "duty on Sun Hill to prepare the backyard for a pool,'.i but in fact provides .. that 
Sun Hill could modify the plans and specifications for the lot,"5 "states that it is the Buyers [sic] 
2 The REPC was actually entered into between Sun Hill and Marie Mardesich, the latter 
of which is a third-party defendant here. For convenience, however, the court follows the lead of 
counsel for Mr. and Mrs. Mardesich in generally referring to them jointly as ·'Plaintiffs." 
3 Section 29 oftbe REPC provides: 
Complete Contract. This Agreement together with its addenda, any attached 
exhibits, and any subsequent change or extra orders, constitutes the entire 
Agreement between Buyer and Seller and supersedes and replaces any and all 
prior negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or contracts, verbal 
or written, between Buyer and Seller. This Agreement cannot be changed, 
amended, or altered without the written agreement of Buyer and Seller, which 
written agreement must be signed by Buyer and an authorized representative of 
Seller. Seller has the right to assign any and all of Seller,s rights and obligations 
under this Agreement without Buyer's consent. 
4 Section 6.4 of the REPC provides, in pertinent part: "Extra Options. Seller's model 
homes and promotional materials contain optional and extra design features such as ... 
swimming pools or spas .... These items shall not be included in Buyer's Home, unless 
specifically ordered and paid for in accordance with Section 7." It is undisputed that Plaintiff did 
not order these extra options from Sun Hill or pay Sun Hill for them, and nowhere on the face of 
the contract is any duty imposed on Sun Hill to ensure the suitability of the soil for a swimming 
pool. 
s Section 8 of the REPC provides: 
Reserved Rights Re: Construction. Although Buyer is entitled to select and 
Seller shall endeavor to provide the Options described above, the Home shall not 
be constructed as nor deemed to be a custom Home. The Home is being 
5 
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duty to correctly engineer the excavating and landscaping for the pool,'16 Motion at 14, and 
"explicitly excludes any representations from [Sun Hill's] agents that are outside the REPC."7 
constructed as a single structure within Seller's production housing development 
and shall be built according to the requirements of the overall development and 
construction program. Accordingly, Seller reserves the right to, at its sole 
discretion, make changes in the plans, specifications, and materials for the Home 
as and when Seller deems necessary or appropriate. For example. Seller may make 
changes in the building of the Home that are not reflected in the models Buyer has 
seen or in Seller's current plans and specifications due to Seller's on-going 
program of home building research and enhancement or the possibility of material 
shortages and discontinuations. These changes may also include variations in 
dimensions or measurement, e.g. distance between countertops and cabinets in 
Buyer's kitchen may differ from those in the model Buyer selected in order to 
accommodate required clearance standards. 
Section 1.3 of the REPC indicates thatthe terms '"Property' or 'Home''' refer to "[tJhe 
Lot and improvements". 
6 Section 14 of the REPC provides. in pertinent part: 
Specific Disclaimers. By signing this Agreement, Buyer agrees to purchase the 
Property subject to the following additional disclaimers and to release Seller from 
any liability. and to indemnify Seller from any liability, with respect to the 
following enumerated items. This list of items is not exhaustive and shall be 
deemed to include any and all other items or circumstances to which Seller has no 
duty or obligation pursuant to state or federal law: 
14.3. Future improvements by Buyer, including walls, fencing, grading, 
landscaping or excavation work on the Lot which could disrupt drainage and/or 
retention and cause flooding or ponding if not correctly engineered (and Buyer 
hereby agrees to correctly engineer all such future improvements)[.] 
7 Section 11 of the REPC provides: 
Changes in the Sunbrook Master Plans. The Sunbrook Development Master 
6 
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Motion at 16. Therefore, according to Sun Hill, Judge Shumate improperly relied on parol 
evidence in holding that Sun Hill had a contractual duty to investigate whether the soil added to 
the backyard was suitable for a swim.ming pool. 
In response, Plaintiffs argue that the parol evidence rule was not violated because the 
REPC was not ''the final and complete expression of [the parties'] bargain." Tangren, 2008 UT 
20,112 (footnote and emphasis omitted). Rather, Plaintiffs stress Judge Shumate·s finding thal 
"[i]n 2005, the expectations as contracted by the parties were changed as a result of external 
forces, and Defendant Sun Hill was required to adapt to the changes and had a right to change the 
grading of Lot 8." Judgment, ,i 28. Because the parol evidence rule only excludes "parol evidence 
Plan as well as any other development plans prepared by Seller, may be amended 
or changed from time to time to provide for changes, modifications, or alterations 
to patterns; setbacks; type, number, style, or price of homes; lot sizes and 
configurations; densities, recreational amenities; or other improvements~ As 
Seller's plans are periodically updated and remain subject to change, Buyer 
understands that no statement by one of Seller's representatives or any sales 
associate regarding the planned use of property in or adjacent to Sun brook should 
be W1derstood by Buyer or anyone as a warranty or promise regarding Seller's 
future development plans. By execution of this Agreement, and as a material 
inducement to Seller to accept Buyer's offer to purchase the Property, Buyer 
waives any right to claim any dam.ages, costs, liabilities, expenses or obligations 
against Seller, Seller's officers, employees, agents and subsidiaries for any 
changes to the Master Plan, and/or any other zoning ordinance or development 
plan for Woodlands or for adjacent properties, or for the annexation of additional 
land or other development plan changes in Sunbrook Communities. 
Sun Hill's reliance on this provision is puzzling, given that it clearly relates only to 
representations about development plans, which are not at issue here. 
7 
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of contemporaneous or prior conversations, representations or statements," Spears v. Warr. 2002 
UT 24, 'l 19, 44 P.3d 742, 750 (citation and brackets omitted), overruled on other grounds by 
RHN Corp. v. Veibell. 2004 UT 60, 96 P.3d 935, and Tangren, 2008 UT 20, Plaintiffs maintain 
that Judge Shumate properly considered "evidence of a subsequent change in the parties' intent 
and expectations .... " Opp to Motion at 5. 
Plaintiffs' argument, however, fails to account for the fact that Judge Shumate made no 
finding that the parties ever mutually agreed that Sun Hill would be responsible to ensure the 
suitability of the soil for a swimming pool. He only found that Sun Hill was aware of Plaintiffs' 
intention to build a swimming pool in their backyard, see Judgment, ,i 33, and that the absence of 
any agreement between the parties as to "(t]he risk of Joss associated with the placement of as 
much as fifteen feet of additional soil on Lot 8" resulted in such risk being "placed in the hands 
of Sun Hill Homes." Judgment, ,r,r 38-39. 
Thus, although the circumstances clearly changed in 2005, and although the parties' 
expectations clearly changed regarding the size of Plaintiffs' backyard, there does not appear to 
be any reasonable basis for finding that Sun Hill had a contractual duty under the REPC to 
investigate the soil's suitability for a swimming pool, particularly when section 14 of the REPC 
expressly allocates to Plaintiffs the responsibility for proper engineering of improvements 
involving excavation, which would include an improvement such as the swimming pool here. 
Plaintiffs nevertheless assert that Judge Shumate properly implied a contract term, given 
8 
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that ''the REPC is silent regarding the risk of loss associated with the placement of additional soil 
on Lot 8." Opp to Motion at 6. They point out that 
[a] term is implied-in-law where the contract is silent. An implied-in-law tenn 
will be imposed even though the parties may not have intended it and binds the 
parties to a legally enforceable duty. However, the court can only supply 
reasonabl~ terms to supplement a contract which is silent. 
Ross v. Epic Eng'g, PC, 2013 UT App 136,, 14 n.4, 307 P.3d 576 (quoting Allstate Enters., Inc. 
v. Heriford, 772 P.2d 466,468 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) (citations omitted)). 
Far from being silent, however, the REPC clearly imposes on Plaintiffs the responsibility 
for proper engineering of an improvement such as the swimming pool here. lt is unreasonable to 
circumvent this express provision by ptuporting to fill a void about the risk of loss associated 
with placement of additional soil. Thus, the court agrees that the Judgment should be amended to 
correct the legal error that occurred when a contract duty was imposed on Sun Hill to investigate 
the suitability of the soil for a swimming pool. Absent such duty, there is no basis for holding 
Sun Hill liable for breach of contract and it is therefore unnecessary to address Sun HilJ>s 
arguments regarding general and special damages. 
ORDER 
For the foregoing reasons, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED that: 
1. Defendant Sun Hill Homes, L.C.'s Motion for a New Trial is granted and the court's 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment shall be amended to conform to this 
9 
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Decision. Sun Hill is directed to file proposed Amended Findings, Conclusions and Judgment in 
accordance with rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The issue of attorney fees may be 
addressed by further motion. 
• JL.. 
Dated this JL day of October, 2014. 
BY THE COURT: 
10 
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any future improvements, including walls, fencing, grading, 
landscaping or excavation work. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
1 
2 
3 
4 MR. DUNN: And therefore there is no initial breach by 
5 Sunhill. 
6 THE COURT: Right. Well, and I don't find that there's 
7 an initial breach by Sunhill. This is one of those difficult 
8 situations where obviously minds can differ. I'd like to think 
9 that reasonable minds can differ, because Judge Shumate saw it 
10 one way and then something -- .it came back before me, and I've 
11 had the opportunity to look at, and frankly, I didn't see it the 
12 same way that he did and I issued my decision. 
13 so· I anticipate that the attorney fees are going to 
14 escalate in this case, and that's unfortunate, but I do find 
15 consistent with what I had already ruled that the plaintiffs 
16 are -- or the defendant Sunhill was entitled to their attorney 
17 fees consistent with the contract. There was no initial breach 
18 by them. They complied with their contractual obligations, so 
19 their attorney fees as requested are awarded. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
MR. SPENDLOVE: Thank you, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right, 
MR. SPENDLOVE: I presume that Mr. Dunn will prepare --
THE COURT: And if you'll prepare the judgment, if it 
24 hasn't already been prepared, and I'm not sure that it has. 
25 MR. DUNN: I don't believe it has, your Honor. 
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THE COURT: All right. If you'll prepare that, submit 
it to me, I'll sign it, and I guess we can see where it goes from 
3 there. Thank you. 
4 
5 
6 
MR. SPENDLOVE: Thank you, your Honor. 
MR. DUNN: Thank you, your Honor. 
(Hearing concluded) 
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